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ABSTRACT  
  
The overall aim of this study is to explore the management of retention and promotion of 
learners at-risk in the Foundation Phase. This study also highlights various factors that 
contribute to the learners being at-risk. Finally, this study discovers and analyses the 
views of teachers on the impact of retention and promotion of learners at-risk in the 
Foundation Phase. It is evident that the lack of human resources from the district 
contributes greatly to the perpetuation of the phenomenon of being at-risk. However, this 
is not the only catalyst of this perturbing phenomenon. Furthermore, the study 
recommends the accessibility of vocational schooling in order for learners at-risk to be in 
environments where they can bloom. I hope that this study is used in the final decision 
taken on the currently discussed 'automatic' promotion in the Foundation Phase. Those 
learners who are not experiencing severe barriers to learning can be retained and those 
who are should be assessed and referred, be sent to functional vocational skills that will 
cater to their learning style.  
 Keywords: grade retention, school failure, promotion, at-risk, foundation phase 
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CHAPTER 1  : ORIENTATION TO THE STUDY 
 
1.1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND TO THE PROBLEM   
    
This study takes place within the context of important policy discussions in relation to the 
promotion of learners that are at-risk especially in the foundation phase. Discussions at a 
policy making level are also occurring within a context of relatively limited literature around 
this topic at foundation level. The importance of building literature on this topic is an 
important pillar in the process of evidence-based policymaking. This is because the 
understanding of challenges in this area will provide optimal policy positions that will 
directly address the nuances of the challenges around the promotion of learners at-risk in 
the foundation phase. In fact, at the helm of this topic are the recent discussions by South 
African Minister of education, Angie Motshekga, on the consideration of automatic 
promotion of learners in the foundation phase (Polity, 2017). 
The term “at-risk” encompasses a variety of limitations to learning (Burgler & Watson, 
2006). The higher education literature defines “at-risk” as a term with origins in K12 
education, meaning students that “are poorly equipped to perform up to academic 
standards” (Quinnan, 1997). Slavin (1989) defined ‘at-risk’ learners as referring to 
learners who, based on several risk factors, are unlikely to graduate from high school. 
The notion of promotion and retention is highly researched, however; there is limited 
literature on the topic focusing specifically on the foundation phase. The concept of 
retaining learners to reduce poor academic performance is vastly scrutinized by many 
researchers (Shepard & Smith, 1989). Literature surrounding the topic mainly focuses on 
the high school and tertiary education as opposed to focusing on the foundation phase, 
which is where the barriers to learning are first identified. This research is located in this 
particular context and aims to contribute in breaching this gap.   
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Considerable attention has been given to identifying the characteristics of at-risk students 
(Bugler & Watson, 2006). A few factors that have been identified range from health 
problems, substance abuse, disabilities, socio-economic status, and experimentation with 
drugs (Manning & Baruth, 1995). On the other hand; Chen and Kaufman (1997) identified 
five factors they considered when identifying learners at risk and they are as follows:   
a) low socio-economic status   
b) if the learner was from a single parent household  
c) if the learner had an older sibling who dropped out of school   
d) if the learner changed schools two or more times or had an average grade 
of “C” or lower  
e) if the learner had repeated a grade before.  
There are similarities in these identification factors and some of these factors are 
prevalent in schools today.  
There are different views on the topic of retention and promotion of learners at-risk but 
one that stands out the most is by Biegler & Green (1993) who states that the earlier a 
child is retained, the greater the likelihood of the child making significant progress in the 
class rank. The effects of retention and promotion on first, second and third grade children 
was studied by Peterson, et al. (1987) and the results showed that retained students had 
significantly improved their grades by the end of the retained year. Some students 
maintained this gain over the next two years. The motivation behind retention is the fact 
that it provides under-achieving students an extra year to catch up to the expected level 
for the given grade (Kumanda, Abongdia, and Mafumo: 2017). According to Kumanda et 
al (2017) research on learner retention in public schools has shown that even when 
interventions are planned and carried out in order to reduce student retention, they 
however still fail. The Minister of education appointed a committee in April 2007 to carry 
out an investigation on learner retention and dropout in schools. Literature however 
suggests that children should be given quality education to better prepare them to be able 
to compete in the working environment.   
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1.2 RATIONALE FOR THE STUDY 
The rationale for retention is that by providing academic work on the learners’ level, the 
learner will make better progress and if promoted, will be able to achieve a better grade 
level after the retention. The increasing use of retention is in relation to the emphasis of 
competency-based education. 
Studies have found that between 30-40 % of all learners are retained at least once by the 
time they get to high school (Brophy, 2006). In most cases, teachers recommend retention 
for one of three reasons:  
• developmental immaturity that has resulted in learning difficulties, 
• immaturity that has resulted in severely disruptive behaviour, 
• or failure to pass standardized proficiency or achievement tests at the end of 
specific years. 
Another less popular reason for retention is attendance or rather high absenteeism due 
to truancy or medical reasons. Grade retention has become increasingly controversial. In 
the early 2000s, education initiatives such as acting in the best interest of the child or the 
‘No child left behind’ initiative pressed schools to meet standards defined by the scores 
on standardized tests.  
Retention is most likely to be recommended by teachers in grades 1-3. The most common 
reason for retention is poor reading skills. Retention in the foundation phase does not 
appear to have an immediate effect on self-esteem or adjustment to school. Given the 
research findings of Bulger and Watson (2006) that retention does not help to address 
learning difficulties, the question remains regarding what to do with a child who is, for 
whatever reason, not prepared to move to the next grade. Schools are under pressure to 
adhere to the standards while at the same time being fully aware of studies that retention 
is counterproductive. Evidence shows that at-risk learners need remedial intervention and 
not the simple repetition of material which retention provides.   
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“Grade retention and social promotion are inadequate responses to low learner 
achievement” says (Wheelock, 1998). Neither retention nor social promotion is a 
satisfactory response to the need to provide appropriate instruction to low performing 
students. 
At any given time, both grade retention and social promotion have their adherents 
probably because each policy is based on the appealing rationale. Therefore, this study 
aims to look at how retention and promotion of learners at-risk in the foundation phase is 
managed at school. 
1.3 RESEARCH PROBLEM 
The results of the study conducted by Bulger et al (2006) indicated that learners that were 
identified as at-risk in high school remained at-risk when seeking entry into postsecondary 
institutions. Furthermore, they found that at-risk learners who enrolled in postsecondary 
institutions were students less likely to display behaviours consistent with persistence. 
Persistence indicators were identified as completion of “gatekeeping” or remediation 
courses, seeking assistance with college application processes. This shows a significant 
level of involvement with their peers and their parents. Other characteristics in higher 
education literature that identify at-risk students are poor K12 experiences, English as a 
second language, adult learners who return to school after extended absences, physically 
challenged students, and emotionally impaired students (Malnarich, 2005; McCabe, 
2003; Walsh, 2003).   
Many countries and schools have implemented policies demanding students to be 
retained in a grade should they lack basic reading skills at the end of the year (Kumanda 
et al, 2017). Similar policies are being debated in South Africa with the aim to provide 
motivations to educators and parents to ‘safeguard’ students’ academic expectations 
(Kumanda et al, 2017). The research on student retention in public schools has shown 
that even when interventions are planned and carried out with aims to increase student 
retention, these still fail.  
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The phenomenon of learners at risk at foundation phase is not as well understood as 
higher phases like higher grades and tertiary level. This may have important policy 
implications. 
1.4 RESEARCH QUESTION                    
It is against this background that the research question for this study is:  
• How is the retention and promotion of learners at-risk managed in the 
foundation phase?  
Having demarcated the research problem, it is now necessary to state the aims and 
objectives of this research.   
1.5 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH  
The general aim of the study is to explore the phenomenon of ‘learners’ at-risk’ and how 
retention instead of social promotion in the foundation phase can help remedy some of 
the problems in the schooling system.  The study will examine the management of 
retention and promotion of learners at-risk in the foundation phase. 
In order to realize the aim of the study, the objectives are to:  
• Explore the management of retention and promotion in the foundation phase.  
• Establish various factors that contribute to learners being ‘at-risk’  
• Discover and analyse the views of teachers on the impact of retention and 
promotion on ‘at-risk’ learners in the foundation phase.  
• To examine challenges experienced in the management of retention and 
promotion of learners at-risk in the foundation phase.  
Having outlined the problem as well as the research aim and objectives, the main 
concepts used in the study will be clarified.   
1.6 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
The study was approached from a qualitative research paradigm meaning that research 
findings were arrived at by determining the mutual relationship between variables (Cohen, 
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2007) and effort is made to explain and predict these relationships within a theoretical 
framework. 
1.6.1. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR RESEARCH 
As a field of study; education leadership deals with the integration of society’s educational 
needs and the resources, actions and processes required in maintaining and improving 
education standards in schools. The systems theory provided the analytical framework to 
organise theory and trends in the retention and promotion of at-risk learners in the 
foundation phase. By focusing on the interdependence of elements and the self-regulating 
natures of the systems, the systems theory enabled analysis of the impact of international 
trends and various stakeholders’ contexts and influence on the notion of retention and 
promotion. They determine best practice; data attained from studies were evaluated.  
1.6.2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
The literature review provides a problem oriented theoretical framework for the 
interpretation and assessment of data collected. Cohen, Manion and Morrison (2007) 
emphasize the importance of the research question to determine the relevance of the 
material included in the literature review. The researchers’ theoretical orientation directed 
by the selection of literature and of the systems theory influenced the design and the 
method of research. 
Against the background of analysed literature and theory, research objectives were 
refined as information from interviews. Qualitative induction reasoning was used to 
generate specific data gathered from case studies. 
1.6.3 RESEARCH APPROACH 
The qualitative investigation was used to establish an understanding of the intricate 
management in the retention and promotion of at-risk learners in the foundation phase. 
According to Baxter and Jack (2008), a qualitative study methodology provides the 
necessary tools to research complex phenomena within unique contexts, thus rendering 
it the most ideal method to identify the factors of retention and promotion.  
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Interviews were used to capture the personal experiences, views and insights of those 
directly involved in the retention and promotion of at-risk learners. All schools included 
were public schools. Data analysed was thematically and categories were compared for 
similarity to increase the reliability of the findings. Credibility was obtained through 
triangulation between data collected in interviews of different participants of the same 
school. Comparison of the interview data further verified information and confirmed the 
trustworthiness of the findings. Transferability was made possible by comparing various 
retention and promotion contexts at the participants’ schools. 
1.6.4 LIMITATION OF THE RESEARCH 
The research focused on the promotion and retention of public schools in Gauteng. 
Although many of the finding can be generalized to all school public schools in South 
Africa, the unique contextual factors of promotion and retention may be different in other 
schools 
1.7 CLARIFICATION AND OPERATIONALISATION OF CONCEPTS    
1.7.1 RETENTION  
The term grade retention also known as ‘non-promotion, flunking, failing, being held back’ 
in this study refers to a child repeating his or her current grade level the following year 
(National Association of School Psychologist, 2011). This term will be used as defined. 
1.7.2 PROMOTION  
In this study promotion means the movement of a learner from one grade to the next 
provided that learner meets the required level of achievement (South Africa Teachers 
Union, 2016). This term will be used as defined. 
1.7.3 LEARNERS AT-RISK  
In reference to this study, learners that ‘are poorly equipped to perform up to academic 
standards’ (Quinnan, 1997:31). This term will be used as defined. 
1.7.4 PROGRESSED LEARNERS  
The term progressed learners in this study refers to learners who have been afforded the 
opportunity to proceed to the next grade regardless of whether or not they meet the 
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minimum requirements to. In most cases it is a learner who has failed a grade in a 
particular phase, for the second time, cannot be retained in the grade, but must be allowed 
to progress to the next grade. Schools are requested to provide such learners with 
additional support to address their specific subject deficiencies so that they will be able to 
cope with the demands of the next grade (Department of Basic Education, 2017). The 
term will be used as defined. 
1.7.5 SOCIAL PROMOTION   
In this study the term social promotion refers to the practise of learners of a particular age 
cohort progressing through school at the same rate as one another, with their progression 
determined by their age rather than their academic performance (Brophy, 2006).  The 
term will be used as defined. 
1.8 CONCLUSION  
This study was initiated by the awareness of the problems in the foundation phase 
retention and promotion management. The rising numbers of learners who are being 
retained and are at risk in the foundation, sparked the need to scrutinize the retention and 
promotion practice of learners at-risk in the foundation phase. It appears there is an 
impediment in merging the current education policies into practices and whether these 
practices, together with the policies managed for the good of the learners. In the next 
chapter, the relevant research literature on retention, promotion and learners at-risk will 
be explored.   
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CHAPTER 2  : LITERATURE REVIEW     
 
2.1 INTRODUCTION   
The previous chapter provided the background and the introduction to the study. The 
literature is a very important section of the study. A literature review allows the researcher 
to develop an understanding of research conducted before (Boote & Beile, 2005). It also 
allows the researcher to align the background of the study and justification for the 
research (Bruce, 1994).  
2.2 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK: ECOLOGICAL THEORY FRAMEWORK 
For years there has been an on-going debate regarding whether or not retention is the 
best strategy to use for learners who are not meeting academic success, which is either 
determined by test or grades. Much of the research indicated that little is gained 
academically over time by retaining students or promoting them. More significant is the 
claim that retention has serious negative consequences on a learner’s emotional and 
social well-being. Administrators, educators and parents often find themselves faced with 
a dilemma about what to do in the case of a learner who has not mastered the required 
skills to move ahead in school.  
Education research and literature provides several opinions and research findings on  
learner retention and its effects on the learner development, however there is a shortage 
of concrete evidence in support of retention. Furthermore, a gap exists in the literature 
regarding the social development of South Africa learners after retention. Teachers in 
primary schools consider retention of learners to be a good way of preventing learners 
from failing again. 
The existence of educated opinions and credible theories might enable stakeholders in 
education to form a deeper understanding of what learners’ retention means with regard 
to a learner’s social development according to Beyers (2018). Retention occurs in several 
developing countries with learners’ surrounding and environment playing an important 
role (Liddell & Rae, 2001). The bio-ecological systems theory was developed by 
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Bronfenbrenner in relation to human development (Kamenopoulou, 2016). He argued that 
people are embedded in multiple nested systems with development being a result of 
complex interactions between an individual and the factors within their various systems 
influencing each other. The bio-ecological systems theory can be described as 
interrelated systems of factors that have influenced an individual (Liddell & Rae, 2001). 
Bronfenbrenner’s (1979) theory has made an influential contribution to how we 
understand human development (Houston, 2016). Bronfenbrenner conceptualises and 
states that human development depends on complex factors. Implementing 
Bronfenbrenner’s bio-ecological systems theory makes it possible to view a learner’s 
development through schematic lenses. According to O’Toole (2016), the ecological 
systems theory emphasis on the individual within a society enables researchers to 
analyse development in conjunction with various factors. One cannot try to understand a 
child’s development without considering their social context.  
McCoy and Reynolds (1999) report that developed countries’ learners earliest 
experiences in the classroom (microsystem) are considered strong predictors of retention. 
Conversely, retention of learners in developing countries such as South Africa is often 
credited to home environment factors within the microsystem such as poverty and low 
degrees of parental literacy (Liddell & Rae, 2001). Studying a learner’s immediate 
environment might help determine why the learner was having trouble learning and why 
the learner was being retained. 
Since we need to act in the best interest of the child, there is also significantly more 
pressure on schools to ensure the academic progress of learners. When the school year 
ends and the learner has not mastered skills required at that grade level and the 
departmental assessment has not been at a proficient standard, educators will resort to 
the only option they have- retention.  
This study sought to view the management of the retention and promotion of learners at 
risk in the foundation phase. The use of human resource perspective allows education to 
focus on the importance of fulfilling the learners’ needs. It is for this reason that it is the 
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responsibility of administration to decide through policies and implement programs that 
support learner efforts to make academic progress by supporting learners’ social and 
emotional needs.  
According to Bolman and Deal (2003),  “An effective human resource philosophy provides 
overall guidance and direction” in an organization like schools that focuses on 
commitment to their subject, in this case- the learner. The challenge is for the education 
system to develop strategies that can be implemented to support learners who are not 
meeting academic success. Learners who deal with a sense of failure have that need for 
a sense of security and their self-esteem is often jeopardized, which makes it impossible 
to achieve self-actualisation as defined by Maslow (Bolman and Deal, p.117).  
Primary education provides the foundation, secondary education and tertiary lays the 
foundation for a more productive labour force through promoting literacy and numeracy. 
In this regard countries all over the world strive to maximize human capital development 
by investing in primary education. In order to promote efficiency, government has to 
implement various policy initiatives such as the retention and promotion policy. Educators 
at schools need to manage the retention and promotion of learners especially those who 
are at-risk. This study will therefore focus on the management of the retention and 
promotion of learners at-risk in the foundation phase. 
 
2.3   RETENTION AS A REMEDY FOR LEARNERS AT RISK    
Learner retention is a concern in many schools, particularly the management thereof, and 
if teachers still have the power to retain learners who have not met the minimum 
requirements that will enable them to proceed to the next grade. Retention does not only 
have an influence on individual students and their families, but also leads to a ‘ripple 
effect’ on the post-secondary institutions, the workforce and the economy (Kumanda, 
Abongdia and Mafumo, 2017). The effect can be either negative or positive and thus 
debated on many scales. The notion of retaining learners to reduce poor academic 
performance is highly researched by many researchers (Shepard & Smith, 2009). 
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Currently, educational responsibility is been implemented by many countries and schools 
in order to stop social promotion (Kumanda et al, 2017). The promotion of learners who 
have not succeeded at grade level is called social promotion. Social promotion means 
promoting students to the next grade level regardless of their academic proficiency 
(Green & Winters, 2004). Once these learners are promoted, they are known as 
‘progressed learners’. Thompson and Cunningham (2000) in their research state that 
critics of social promotion argue that it frustrates progressed learners by placing them in 
grades where they cannot do the work and sends the message to all students that they 
can get by without working hard. Furthermore, it forces teachers to deal with 
underprepared students while trying to teach the prepared and it gives parents a false 
sense of their children's progress. This phenomenon also leads employers to conclude 
that diplomas are meaningless and puts poorly educated learners into a society where 
they cannot perform (Thompson and Cunningham, 2000).  
Schools do learners no favour by promoting them to the next grade if they do not possess 
the skills necessary to succeed at a higher level. Many researchers argue that if a learner 
lacks basic proficiency in reading concepts at the third-grade level, that student will 
certainly fail to grasp concepts intended for fourth graders. On this view, once a learner 
is promoted beyond his skills he will only continue to fall further behind as the learning 
material becomes more difficult in later years (Green and Winters, 2004). In a research 
conducted by Green and Winters (2004), they found that learners who could not read at 
a proficient level at the end of third grade would benefit in both the short and long run by 
retaking the same material again instead of moving to a higher grade with more difficult 
material. This means that; if learners are retained and given a chance to grasp those 
concepts which they could not grasp previously, they might benefit. The motivation behind 
retention is the fact that it provides under-achieving students an extra year to catch up to 
the expected level for the given grade (Kumanda et al, 2017). Grade retention has been 
an accepted remedy for educational conditions known as underachievement and is a 
condition that is becoming prevalent at all levels of schooling worldwide (United Nations 
Educational Scientific and Cultural Organisation, 2005).  
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Though a common antidote for children’s underachievement at school, it has been 
questioned in South Africa (McGrath, 2006). Countries such as Japan and a number of 
other countries in the Scandinavian region have an education policy of automatic 
promotion at the primary level regardless of achievement (Ikeda, 2005), and this is a 
solution which the Department of Basic Education is also considering. Recently in an 
article published by News 24, it was alleged that the Department of Education plans to 
adopt a non-retention policy in the foundation phase and this might have dire 
consequences on the South African education system (News 24, 2019). Ending social 
promotion is seen as one of the unbeaten and direct means to redress ‘lax standards’ 
(Shepard and Smith, 1989). According to Shepard and Smith (1989), the widespread 
practice of promoting learners with age-peers regardless of the achievements is in 
disrepute as it is a blatant disregard for standards and is replaced with focus on the 
learners’ self-esteem and can be blamed for the current education disorganization.      
The problems teachers associate with progression is well summarised in this frequently 
quoted statement by the American Federation of Teachers (1997):   
Social promotion is an insidious practice that hides school failure and creates problems 
for everybody – for kids, who are deluded into thinking they have learned the skills to be 
successful or get the message that achievement doesn’t count; for teachers who must 
face students who know that teachers wield no credible authority to demand hard work; 
for the business community and colleges that must spend millions of dollars on 
remediation; and for society that must deal with a growing proportion of uneducated 
citizens, unprepared to contribute productively to the economic and civic life of the nation.  
The most concerning aspect of the quote is that which speaks to the authenticity of 
assessment results. Learners who have been automatically promoted to the next grade 
have no enthusiasm to perform better since they know that if they have not been doing 
the bare minimum and have managed to move to the next grade, there is no need for 
them to work harder or work at all in the next academic year. Not only does this affect the 
learners while they are at school but also the calibre of person which the economy needs 
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to prepare for. If learners know that they are to be automatically promoted, they will not 
be motivated to work hard due to the loss of the threat effect of grade repetition (Stott, 
Dreyer and Venter, 2015). It is evident that many researchers enthusiastically endorse 
the end of social promotion. Motshekga acknowledged that South Africa’s education 
system lacks the necessary remediation required for social promotion to be successful 
when she pointed out that “we need to strengthen our support programme for 
[progressed] learners” (Motshekga, 2015). Although over the years there have been 
various types of trainings to try to prepare teachers to work with progressed learners, 
there is still some difficulty; more especially if the type of remediation required forces 
educators to teacher below grade level. Some educators have argued that these 
remediation techniques work best on paper and not in reality. If learners are not passed 
to the next grade until they have mastered grade-level subject matter, then learners would 
not arrive in high school incapable of reading and doing basic math (Shepard and Smith, 
1989).    
The earlier a child is retained, the greater the likelihood that the child will make significant 
progress in class rank (Beigler & Green, 1993). Peterson, DeGracie, and Ayabe (1987) 
studied the effects of retention and promotion on first, second and third grade children. 
Results showed that retained students had significantly improved their class rank by the 
end of the retained year. Some students maintained this gain over the next two years.  
Results of their research also showed that the second and third grade ‘retainees’ 
experience more lasting benefits from retention although the onset of these benefits may 
be delayed for a year. In a research conducted by Shepard and Smith (1989), responses 
were sought from parents whose children had been retained, 80 percent of those parents 
stated that retention did have a positive impact on their children. The effects seen by 
parents were maturity, an academic advantage and more self-confidence. In interviews 
conducted by Smith (1989) on teachers about their beliefs on retention, the predominant 
view was that retention benefits learners. In fact, almost 80% of educators interviewed 
felt that learners were older the second time around and they ‘bloomed’ and assumed 
leadership roles in the classroom and because of this they achieved academically 
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(Shepard and Smith, 1989). If South African schools continue promoting learners at-risk, 
they are perpetuating the poverty cycle because these learners will continue to be at-risk 
since they have no opportunity to gain the essential and most basic concepts in the 
foundation phase. These basic concepts are mainly reading and writing. These learners 
then at school completion cannot compete with their peers, as they were unable to gain 
the same knowledge and process it at the same rate. However, if, through early 
identification, these learners are afforded the chance to be assessed and sent to 
vocational school, they stand a better chance at being a success in their prospects at 
school completion. Although social promotion is thought to be a ‘phenomenon’ of the 
liberal 60s, a broader ‘purview’ shows it to be the ‘pervasive’ educational practice in the 
twentieth century (Shepard and Smith, 1989) and evidently so. Unfortunately, there is little 
research literature to support retention as a ‘pedagogically sound strategy’ (Shepard and 
Smith, 1989).   
 
2.4   PROGRESSING LEARNERS AT RISK AS A WAY TO REDUCE RETENTION  
  
The South African Admission Policy for Ordinary Public Schools (2008) restricts grade 
retention to one year per school phase. This policy suggests that grade retention hardly 
results in better learning success and regularly has the contrary effect. While there is a 
restriction on the number of repetitions allowed in the schooling system, the policy warns 
that this limit should not be interpreted as favouring automatic promotion (Kumanda et al, 
2017). In the 1960s, fears that retention hindered the social, emotional, and cognitive 
development of under-performing students resulted in many educators calling students to 
move to the next grade with their peers irrespective of their academic abilities 
(Motshekga, 2011). The use of this “social promotion” seems to have reduced the 
incidence of retention nationwide (The South African Admission Policy for Ordinary Public 
Schools, 2008). There is a wide body of research suggesting that students who are 
retained in a grade for an extra year are academically and emotionally harmed by the 
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experience (Green and Winters, 2004). Furthermore, Green and Winters (2004) add that 
several studies have indicated that students who are held back have lower test scores 
and are more likely to drop out than similar counterparts who are not held back. Other 
researchers may argue that grade retention does not benefit students academically in the 
long run (Kumanda et al, 2017). This is because grade retention hurts their self-esteem 
and results to some behavioural problems related with over-age for a given grade. This 
can then make the students drop out of school or can make them incur significant financial 
costs of having repeated a grade which parents may not be able to handle.  
Holmes and Matthews (1984) conducted a meta-analysis of the effects of retention upon 
elementary and junior high school students. These two researchers concluded that the 
cumulative evidence showed that in retention, the potential for negative effects 
consistently outweighed positive outcomes. Easton and Storey (1989) reviewed the 
Chicago Public School's official policy on promotion and retention and found that not only 
did retention fail to raise achievement but it also increased the likelihood of dropout. Routh 
(1986) studied the effectiveness of grade retention in a district that had adopted a strict 
promotion and retention policy for elementary grades. Evidence showed grade retention 
to be ineffective in improving student achievement levels. Opponents of social promotion 
may argue that promotion on merit, as defined by school curricula, serves all children’s 
interests by channelling learners into areas most suitable for their ability (Stott et al, 2015). 
Alexander, Entwisle and Dauber (2003) further strengthen this rationale by arguing that 
ability is not static and school assessment is not accurate, and so potential to succeed 
cannot necessarily be determined by performance in school assessments at a particular 
time. This strengthens the idea for the need of vocational schools, so learners can perform 
in an environment where they are likely to achieve instead of setting them up for failure 
by keeping them in mainstream schooling.  
However, many other researchers have contrasting views. Powell (1982) analysed the 
norm-referenced tests of retained elementary school students for academic gain during 
the retention year and he found that the earlier a child was retained, the greater was the 
likelihood that the child would make significant progress in class rank. It is in those early 
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grades that a child grasps the basic concepts needed to get through schooling. Thus, 
retaining learners who have not grasped those concepts will benefit the child as they can 
escape the threat of being ‘at-risk’ throughout their schooling.   
2.5   IDENTIFYING LEARNERS AT –RISK    
  
The term at-risk no longer means race and class (Bulger & Watson, 2006). The higher 
education literature defines ‘at-risk’ as a term with origins from the K-12 education system 
which means students that ‘are poorly equipped to perform at academic standards’ 
(Quinnan, 1997). Controlling for racial-ethnic group differences, Chen and Kaufman 
(1997) identified five risk factors. They considered students at-risk if they had one or more 
of the following characteristics:   
• low socio-economic status,  
• from a single parent family,  
• an older sibling dropped out of school,  
• the students themselves changed schools two or more times,  
• had average grades of “C” or lower from sixth to eighth grade and repeated a 
grade.  The results of the study indicated that those identified as at-risk in high school 
remain at-risk when seeking entry into post-secondary institutions.  
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The SAUO used this diagram to somewhat summarize the barriers to learning which 
cause learners to be at-risk:  
 
        Figure 2.5-1: Causes of barriers to learning (Source: SAOU, 2016) 
 
Roueche and Roueche (1993) describe at-risk learners as those who are not only 
academically underprepared but also have a low ‘self-concept’. The learners’ ‘self-
concept’ coupled with prior school experiences may result in a learner being circumspect 
of the educational surroundings (Bulger & Watson, 2006). The learners’ disbelief in his or 
her own ability may lead to a self-fulfilling prophecy of failure. The failure is manifested in 
the learners’ behaviour, such as not having proper supplies, incomplete assignments, 
hostility towards peers and instructors, or not participating in class activities (Bulger & 
Watson, 2006). It is very common that learners at-risk are ill disciplined. They often cause 
disruption in the class and this might be a way to deal with their frustration of not being 
able to understand the work or deal with the workload. According to Roueche and 
Roueche (1993), the at-risk student has unrealistic goals and is motivated not by success, 
but by failure, driven by harsh economic conditions. It is the barrier of weak self-concept, 
however, that causes the most resistance and the learner rebels against becoming more 
actively engaged in the learning experience.  
It is very important to note that not all learners at risk remain at risk for their whole lives. 
There have been some cases where learners who were either average or intelligent 
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become at risk if faced with certain difficulties. A very basic example would be a learner 
whose parents may be going through a divorce; during that time, a learner may be at risk 
because of these external factors and his or her academics may be affected. However, 
through intervention, learners can find ways to deal with challenges such as these and as 
a result escape the zone of remaining at-risk throughout their schooling careers. It is thus 
important to note the type of at-risk child this study deals with.  
2.6  SUPPORTING LEARNERS AT-RISK  
2.6.1 POLICIES AROUND RETENTION AND PROMOTION  
  
2.6.1.1 SCREENING, IDENTIFICATION, ASSESSMENT AND SUPPORT (SIAS 
POLICY)    
The SIAS policy is a policy that provides standardised procedures for supporting learners 
at-risk to ensure that all children have access to quality education and achieve to the best 
of their ability. The policy aims at increasing opportunities for learners who experience 
barriers to learning to attend their local neighbourhood schools in inclusive learning 
environments. It does this by: providing guideline on the roles and responsibilities of the 
School Based Support Team (SBST), providing a protocol on how to support learners 
experiencing learning barriers and prescribing ways to support learners experiencing 
barriers. Furthermore, it gives guidelines on how to apply for concession, learner 
placement in full service or special schools and how to apply for an endorsed National 
Senior Certificate.   
The rationale of the policy (Annexure 1-p.10) is based on the zero rejection of learners 
based on their disability. It aims at the maximization of academic and social development 
through individualized support measures in order to put in place measures for reasonable 
accommodation and personalized assessment.   
According to the policy (p.12): every child should have the right to receive quality 
education and support within his or her local community, no child may be refused 
admission to an ‘ordinary’ school and every child has the right to receive reasonable 
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accommodation in an inclusive setting. This may problematize the teaching and learning 
environment as there might not be enough resources and time to provide sufficient 
support to learners at-risk.   
The policy advocates a shift from a system where learners are referred to another 
specialized setting other than the school nearest to their home. It believes that all 
academic decisions should be to the best interest of the child and all stakeholders need 
to be involved in the activities to support the learner.  The policy also outlines the parties 
involved in the support process and clearly stipulates what each one’s responsibility is. 
Many educators have argued that the policy is a good one but only works on paper and 
not in practice as it demands a lot from mainly the educator.  
Before the screening process starts, several documents are required to fill in the forms 
used for District Based Support Team (DBST) referrals. The information to fill the forms 
can be obtained through recorded observation (learner profiles), doctors’ information and 
sometimes in the parent-teacher information sessions. All the learners who have been 
identified in teaching and learning as having a learning barrier, must have this information 
recorded in their learner profiles.   
Educators have considerable responsibility in this process and hence as a result they 
might find this process daunting and even discouraging especially if learners are not 
assessed as they should be. The roles of all stakeholders are stipulated in the policy 
(p.30-36). It is the role of educators to ensure that learning programmes and materials as 
well as assessment procedures are made accessible to learners. The support provided 
by the educator must include differentiation of content, adjustment of classroom 
methodologies and classroom environment and applying the necessary accommodation 
in assessment and examination.   
There is no doubt that the SIAS is a good policy and needs to be followed however many 
educators have not received training on how to implement the policy into practice as a 
result it is not being followed accordingly in many South African schools.   
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The policy states that once the educator has exhausted all strategies of support, they will 
then consult the DBST for support. The educator must assume the role of case manager 
and drive the process, collect all the necessary information and have the SNA form 
(Support Needs Assessment Form) signed by the parent to show that they are fully aware 
of the processes. Consent should be reviewed regularly, and parents need to be kept up-
to-date about the progress on their children’s cases. The information shared should also 
be kept in confidence.  
The observations and comments given by parents or caregivers can lead the educator to 
find the exact nature of the barrier, so it is important for them to be honest about the 
information they share with the educator. It is also the responsibility of the parent or 
caregiver to be involved in the identification and assessment process involving the 
learner. When choices are made about the enrolment of the child to a site where additional 
support is available, parents or caregivers need to have full information to make an 
informed decision.  The participation of parents or caregivers is thus compulsory and 
paramount to the support process.   
 
2.6.1.2 SUPPORT NEEDS ASSESSMENT FORM (SNA 1, 2 &3)   
  
The Support Needs Assessment Form is used in the process of determining the additional 
support provision that is needed by a learner and is filled in by the educator- with the help 
of the learner profile and the parents or caregivers, SBST and DBST. The areas of 
concern as listed in the SNA form (Annexure 2) are: communication, learning, behaviour 
and social competence, health, wellness, personal care, classroom, school environment 
and lastly the family, home and community. Once all this information is obtained, it allows 
the educator together with the SBST to develop an individual support plan, based on the 
information they have collected. There is a target to be achieved within a stipulated 
timeframe and progress of this goal must be monitored timeously.     
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In order to provide adequate support, the educator must make an adaptation of standard 
in teaching, learning and in assessments. Once the educator has supported the learner, 
the SBST will review the barriers experienced by the learner against the interventions 
provided by the educator.  The SBST will study the report compiled by the educator, 
assess the support needed and develop a programme for the educator and learner. It is 
also their duty to evaluate the proposed programme once implemented.  The SBST will 
also monitor the individual support plan, mobilise help and once these resources have 
been exhausted, request the assistance of the DBST. Learners who experience one or 
more of a range of barriers to learning may not fit comfortably within a particular phase or 
grade. In such cases, straddling must be implemented.  As adapted from the SAOU report 
(2014), straddling is when a learner or group of learners at a specific grade or level work 
towards attaining assessment standards from more than one grade within learning areas 
or learning programmes. In terms of curriculum differentiation where the learner accessed 
the knowledge, concepts and skills on a lower level (straddling) the report card must 
reflect on the levels on which knowledge has been gained and skills mastered.  
To start the process with the DBST, SNA forms need to be completed. All the decisions 
taken by the SBST must be included in the learner profile which accompany learners 
throughout their schooling career. The information given helps to detect the type of 
support needed and the severity of the learning barrier so to provide the required support. 
All the learner’s medical history may be attached to the SNA form for the better 
understanding of the learners’ condition. Parents may choose to engage professionals 
privately to carry out the assessment once the SNA forms have been completed if they 
want their child to be attended to hurriedly since there are usually delays if the process is 
done by the district.  
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2.6.1.3 NATIONAL POLICY PERTAINING TO THE PROGRAMME AND PROMOTION   
REQUIREMENTS OF NATIONAL CURRICULUM STATEMENT   
  
In 1998 the SA Department of Education (DoE), now called the Department of Basic 
Education (DBE), adopted a policy which limited grade repetition to once within a phase 
(DoE, 1998). This is referred to as the progression law. The progression law legislates 
social promotion until grade 9 and again from grades 10 to 12 (Annexure 3). Social 
promotion refers to the practise of learners of a particular age cohort progressing through 
school at the same rate as one another, with their progression determined by their age 
rather than their academic performance (Brophy, 2006). It is common knowledge that 
there has been general compliance with the progression law in the General Education 
and Training (GET) phases for several years. However, according to Stott, Dreyer, and 
Venter (2015), it seems that the progression law has only been implemented ‘en masse’ 
in the FET phase since 2012, in response to a circular issued by the Minister of Basic 
Education (DBE, 2012).   
In the foundation phase, the policy states that (p.8) progression from grade to grade 
through this phase within the appropriate age cohort should be the accepted norm, unless 
the learner displays a lack of competence to cope with the following grade’s work. A 
learner, who is not ready to perform at the next level, should be assessed to determine 
the level of support required. The policy further states that (p.9) a learner who does not 
meet the requirements for promotion can be progressed to the next grade in order to 
prevent the learner being retained in the Foundation Phase for longer than four years, 
excluding Grade R. Furthermore, the policy states that: (a) a learner who is not ready to 
perform at the expected level, (b) who has been retained in the first phase for four (4) 
years or more and (c) who is likely to be retained again in the second phase for four (4) 
years or more, should receive the necessary support in order to progress to the next 
grade. This is problematic as in some cases support given at mainstream level is not 
enough to help the learner to move to the next grade having met the promotion 
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requirements. As a result, they are taken to the next phase only to do worse, frustrating 
not only the learner but the educator as well.   
This policy is debated on various scales and teachers are the main critics of it. In a study 
conducted by Stott et al (2015), they found that the high numbers of over-age learners 
present in grades 10-12 suggested that there were many learners within the FET phase 
who had repeated previous grades and would shortly be progressed to grade 12. 
Therefore, for the following four years they could expect particularly high numbers of 
progressed learners to reach grade 12 and impact grade 12 pass rates. Three reasons 
for this were: (1) some schools only began implementing the progression law in 2015. (2) 
Since it appears the law was only implemented from 2013 onwards, the 2014 grade 12s 
had probably only been progressed once (i.e. from grade 11 to grade 12). However, from 
2015 onwards, grade 12 candidates would include learners who would have been 
progressed twice or more. (3) Since it appears that progression from grade 9 to grade 10 
occurs to a large extent, from 2016 onwards they could expect learners to reach grade 
12 who have never passed a grade throughout their school careers (Stott, 2015). This all 
poses a huge problem in our education system and as a result proves that the system 
and this policy fails the child. By promoting the learner throughout the phases without 
assessing them (psychologically) and referring the child to a vocational school, false hope 
is given to the learner until they reach matric and thereafter cannot be anything but instead 
have wasted their time in the mainstream classroom.   
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2.7  SOUTH AFRICA STATISTICS   
According to a report compiled in 2016 by Dr Babette le Roux from the Suid Afrikaanse 
Ondersysersunie (SAOU), these are the figures of the throughput rate in 2013.   
Figure 2.7-1: Throughput rate 2013 (Source: SAOU, 2016) 
 
The foundation phase has the highest numbers however; at grade 12, only about half the 
numbers of learners were successful. These results show a clear indication of the 
problem. Very few of the learners are receiving ECD (Early Childhood Development) yet 
at grade 1 we have the highest throughput. This could possibly mean that learners who 
have not grasped the basic concepts are being progressed to the next grades to make 
way for the incoming learners and as a result failing to solve the problem but instead 
birthing the very problems we face in education.   
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The promotion requirements in South Africa are as follows:    
Table 0-1: Promotion requirements per grade 
Subjects  Gr. R  Foundation  Intermediate e  Senior  FET  
Language at Home  
Language Level  
4 (and)  4 (and)  4  4  40 %  
Language at First  
Additional  
Language Level  
  3  3  3  40% in TWO 
subjects  
Mathematics   3  3  3  3  30% in three subjects 
provided the SBA 
component is 
submitted in failed 
subject.  
OTHER:  
  
    3 in any  
TWO other 
subjects  
3 in any  
THREE 
other 
subjects 2 in 
any  
TWO other 
subjects  
  
  (Source: Adopted from SAOU, 2016) 
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Learners need 50%  to pass their home language, which in most South African schools 
is English. If a learner does not pass this subject, then they are meant to fail. However, 
the throughput rate raises a concern about the legitimacy and accuracy of results since 
teachers in the Senior Phase and beyond are still struggling with learners who cannot 
read, write and spell at grade level.   
In 2015, Circular 3 of 2015 was created and was applicable to Senior Phase and beyond. 
This was only to be used for a maximum of 3 subjects per learner, only if the learner is 
not meeting promotion requirements. A maximum adjustment for each year was created.   
Table 0-2: Mark Adjustment 
  YEAR  2015  2016  2017  2018 & beyond  
Maximum % 
adjustment  
7% in 3 
subjects  
6% in 3 
subjects  
5% in 3 
subjects  
2% in Mathematics or any 
other subject  
(Source: SAOU, 2016) 
However due to the high number of progressed learners, it is possible to assume that 
policy is not being followed in accordance to the circular. That perhaps learners are being 
awarded more than they should be in order to either: (1) meet district and provincial 
expectations or (2) avoid providing support to learners who need it since whether they 
find it effective, will be promoted.  
In a report compiled by SAUO (2016), these were the number of progressed learners in 
the previous academic year:   
Table 0-3: Progressed learners 2015 
Province  Total Enrolment  Progressed Learners   % Progressed Learners  
Eastern Cape  99 115  13 927  15  
Free State   35 389  9 945  28.1  
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Gauteng   112 128  18 411  16.4  
KwaZulu Natal  171 714  10 614  6.2  
Limpopo  102 633  18 202  17.7  
Mpumalanga   56 104  4 082  7.2  
North West  33 841  3 808  11.3  
Northern Cape  12 732  2 055  16.1  
Western Cape  56 576  4 813  8.5  
Total  674 232  85 857  12.7  
 (Source: SAOU,2016) 
These numbers reflect the condition in most classrooms. Educators have a handful of 
learners who are either incapable of grasping the basic concepts, who are progressed 
and, in most cases, have been pushed from one grade to the next. This may also be 
caused by the need to reach targets, which districts and provinces set for themselves at 
the beginning of an academic year. If that is the case, then we can say the system is 
gambling with the lives of learners. If the success of a province is measured by its 
throughput rate, it puts pressure on all stakeholders, which could also affect the 
authenticity of learner results.   
2.8   CONCLUSION   
There are conflicting views in the current literature concerning whether to promote or 
retain learners. The literature puts great focus on situations in the higher grades whilst 
disregarding the fact that the problem starts from primary grades. This study advocates 
the notion of retention in the foundation phase as some authors have argued that it is 
better to reteach a child and get the best results instead of resorting to social promotion. 
This study encourages the assessing of learners at-risk in order to find placement for 
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them in schools where they are most likely to do well, and their learning styles are best 
catered for instead of keeping them in mainstream classrooms. The next section 
describes the research design and methodology used in the study.  
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
3.1 INTRODUCTION  
This chapter will deal with the research paradigm and the methods that the study 
employed to collect data. The practical experiences of collecting data through interviews 
are critically reflected on.  
3.2 RESEARCH PARADIGM  
This research used the social constructivist paradigm. The constructivist approach to 
research is one that intends to understand "the world of human experience" (Cohen and 
Manion, 1994), suggesting that "reality is socially constructed" (Mertens, 2005). 
Constructivist researchers tend to rely upon the participants' views of the situation being 
studied (Creswell, 2003:8) and recognises the impact on the research their own 
background and experiences has. The views of educators are paramount to the results 
and aims to change the experiences of teachers and other stakeholders in the fraternity 
in years to come.  
3.3 RESEARCH APPROACH  
A qualitative approach was used to research ‘The management of the retention and 
promotion of learners at-risk in the foundation phase’. Lichtman (2006) asserts that 
qualitative research has its purpose in understanding the human phenomena, human 
interactions or human discourse. The qualitative approach has its interest in meaning and 
interpretation and is created by conversation (Holliday, 2002). The researcher used this 
approach because it builds a complex, holistic picture, analysing words and reporting 
detailed views from participants. According to Holliday (2002), qualitative research looks 
deeply into the quality of life that locates the study within particular settings which provide 
opportunities for exploring possible social variables and sets manageable boundaries. 
Furthermore, Creswell (2011) states that in qualitative research, one gets closer to the 
people, talks to them and tries to understand the reasoning behind their actions. Likewise, 
in this study, the researcher wants to understand the phenomenon of retention and 
promotion of learners at-risk in the foundation phase and explores possible reasons 
behind the alleged mismanagement and continuous social promotion.  Given the 
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interpretive framework of the stud, the design was ideally suited to establish deeper 
understanding of the intricate dynamics of the school. This qualitative study provides the 
opportunity to focus on public school and explore various understanding of promotion and 
retention and the range of factors influencing these notions at foundation phase level. 
3.4 RESEARCH DESIGN: CASE STUDY  
The qualitative study will take place in the form of a case study. A case study is a method 
for learning about complex situations and gaining a comprehensive understanding of that 
occurrence or instance, obtained by extensive study or observation of the instance 
(Baškarada, 2014). 
According to Baškarada (2014) a case study research involves intensive analysis of an 
individual unit e.g. a person, organisation or community. Similarly in this case, the school 
is the organization. As such, case studies provide an opportunity for the  
researcher to gain a deep holistic view of the research problem, and may involve  
describing, understanding and explaining a research problem or situation. This qualitative 
case study is an approach to research that facilitates exploration  
of a phenomenon within its context using a variety of data sources. In this study, the 
phenomenon that the study tries to understand is the concept learners at-risk at 
foundation phase from the standpoint of promotion and retention. This approach has the 
potential to deal with complex situations (Baxter and Jack, 2008). It allows the researcher 
to answer “how” and “why” type questions, while taking into consideration how a 
phenomenon is influenced by the context within the situation (Baxter and Jack, 2008).  
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3.5 RESEARCH SAMPLE   
The total population for this study is all educators in the Johannesburg South district. The 
sample comprises of foundation phase educators in the selected schools. 
The sampling method used was purposeful sampling. Purposeful sampling uses particular 
individuals of the population, based on the topic under research. Participants have a 
defining characteristic that makes them holders of the data needed for the study (Ritchie, 
Lewis and Elam, 2013.) Therefore, participants were selected on the basis of being 
educators in the foundation phase. Since this makes them the holders of knowledge 
regarding the phenomenon that is being studied in relation to promotion and retention of 
learners. The reason sampling takes place like this is because ‘informants are observant, 
reflective members of the community of interest who know much about the culture and 
are both able and willing to share their knowledge’ (Tongco, 2007). Only public schools 
in Gauteng were included in the study, as they are geographically close to one another. 
Letters were sent out to the schools requesting their consent to take part in the study. The 
researcher conducted interviews with Foundation Phase teachers from three schools in 
the Johannesburg South District; selecting two teachers from grades 1-3 in all 3 schools, 
with a total the 18 participants.    
3.6 CONTEXTS OF SCHOOL/S IN THIS STUDY    
All schools fall under the Johannesburg D11 district, located in the Johannesburg South 
region. The area is suburban with informal settlements in a 10-15 kilometre radius from 
the schools. The area is also infamously known for drug infestation and crime. The 
language of instruction of the schools is English. Each school has a learner population of 
1200-1400.   
3.7 DATA COLLECTION METHOD  
Data was collected by means of semi structured interviews. This method is chosen 
because it is particularly useful in uncovering the story behind a participant's experiences 
(Doody and Noonan, 2013), which is what the study aims to do.  The questions asked 
permitted comparison across interviews and allowed to pursue areas spontaneously 
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initiated by the respondents (Merriam, 2002). Rigorous academic research requires 
thoroughness on the part of the researcher to ensure that the relevant procedures are 
followed to generate data that is relevant, appropriate and justified. Although generic 
questions were used, the researcher included impromptu questions where elaboration 
was needed to better understand a participant’s response. The interviews were held with 
at least two educators from each grade in the foundation phase 
A disadvantage experienced from using this method was that some participants were 
more vocal than others, as a result some participants did not engage much since they felt 
that whatever they wanted to say, someone has already said it. This somewhat 
emphasized the similitude of opinions and thoughts towards the topic. An advantage 
experienced was that participants were comfortable in this interview and unpacked their 
opinions and thoughts sedulously, showing a wanting to engage in this particular topic.   
3.8 RESEATCH QUALITY 
To ascertain rigour of this qualitative study, the trustworthiness of the findings was tested 
according to Guba and Lincoln’s (1989) four criteria for trustworthiness, namely: 
credibility, transferability, dependability and conformability. Individual interviews were 
used to explore participants experience and perspectives on the issues of retention and 
promotion in the foundation phase. Interviews allowed the researcher to delve into the 
complex issues of retention and promotion and learning more about the contextual factors 
that govern the experiences in each school. Credibility was achieved through triangulation   
as a method of verification. It was used to ensure that the interpretation was rich and 
comprehensive. Transferability occurred when the data of different schools was 
compared, taking each school’s unique context into account. Transcripts were transcribed 
in order to document the responses of participants (Annexure 8).  
Respondents were informed in advance about the purpose of the interview, the possible 
ways which the data might be used and that the reports on collected data will be 
anonymous. In order to ensure optimal input from the participants, they were assured that 
their right to confidentiality will not be compromised. This was done through a non-
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disclosure agreement (Annexure 6). Participants also provided their consent in the use a 
recorder to make an audio recording of their contributions. 
3.9 BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION OF PARTICIPANTS IN THIS STUDY  
Table 0-1: Demographic characteristics of participants 
AGE GENDER RACE GRADE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE 
42  Female   Coloured   1  20  
56  Female  Coloured  1  34  
60  Female  Coloured  2  37  
45  Female  African  2  20  
59  Female  Coloured   3  37  
41  Female  Coloured  3  19  
64  Female  Coloured  1  40  
55  Female  Coloured  1  21  
48  Female  Coloured  2  25  
31  Female  African  2  8  
55  Female  African  3  21  
52  Female  Coloured  3  19  
64  Female  Coloured   1  40  
60  Female  Coloured  1  40  
62  Female  Coloured  2  38  
63  Female  Coloured  2  40  
42  Female  African  3  18  
39  Female  Coloured  3  12  
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3.10 DATA ANALYSIS  
The data was analysed using content analysis. Content analysis is a method of analysing 
written, verbal or visual communication messages (Cole, 1988). It was done by making 
replicable and valid conclusions from data to context, with the purpose of providing 
knowledge, new insights and a representation of facts (Krippendorff, 1980). The reason 
why this technique is suitable for this study is because it assisted in attaining a condensed 
and broad description of the phenomenon, and the outcome of the analysis is concepts 
or categories describing the phenomenon (Elo and Kyngäs, 2008). More so, through 
content analysis, it is possible to filter words into fewer content related categories (Elo 
and Kyngäs, 2008). This ‘categorized’ data was then be put into themes.    
3.10 ROLE OF THE RESEARCHER    
The role of the researcher as the primary data gathering device requires the identification 
of personal values, expectations and prejudices at the outset of the study (Creswell, 
2009). The role of the researcher was to investigate the management of retention and 
promotion pf the learners at risk in the foundation phase. Due to the sensitivity of the topic, 
participants felt insecure about mentioning names of the district officials giving the 
instructions of non-retention of underperforming learners. The role of the researcher in 
providing anonymity left the participants safe in sharing what they needed to answer the 
interview questions.  
3.11 ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS  
Ethics in research is vital as ethical issues rise in discussions about codes of professional 
behaviour for researchers (Punch, 2005 cited in Creswell, 2009). Various ethical 
measures were applied in the process of research. First, approval from the Ethics 
committee of the Faculty of Education at the University of Johannesburg was sought to 
conduct this study (Annexure 4). Permission from the principals and school governing 
bodies of the participating schools was also obtained (Annexure 5). Informed consent in 
writing was required from the interviewees in order for them to participate in the study 
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(Annexure 6). Before the interview, permission was sought to record the interviews, 
promise of anonymity of interviewees by means of the use of pseudonyms for schools 
and participants. The interviews were not conducted during teaching time, information 
was stored safely, and participants were not coerced but willing to be part of the interview 
panel.   
3.12 CONCLUSION  
This chapter discussed the research methodology in the study. The researcher gave a 
step-by -step description of the actions taken during the data collection process. In-depth 
interviews were used as a primary source of data collection. In the next section, the 
findings of this qualitative investigation will be presented and discussed, referring to the 
interview transcripts together with the literature supporting the discussions.   
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CHAPTER 4: FINDINGS AND INTERPRETATION   
 4.1 INTRODUCTION  
The findings will be discussed in the form of the themes identified from the data analysis  
4.2 PRESENTATION OF THEMES   
Each theme that has been identified will be discussed and supported by relevant quotes 
from the interviews. The findings will be analysed and interpreted within the theoretical 
framework of and the literature in chapter 2.The first theme that emerged was on 
autocratic leadership particularly from the district.  
4.2.1 AUTOCRATIC LEADERSHIP   
This theme emerged as one of the major issues that respondents felt strongly about. The 
department of basic education governs schools and each fall under a particular district 
from which a school works hand-in-hand ensures the smooth organisation of the 
institution. Through the interviews conducted, it was evident that many educators felt as 
though the district as a body, played an autocratic role with regards to the handling of the 
learners at-risk. Autocratic leaderships according to Khan, Khan, Qureshi, Ismail, Rauf, 
Latif and Tahir (2015) is whereby a manager does not consult employees, nor are they 
allowed to give any input. It is one where employees are expected to follow orders without 
receiving any explanations. This definition clearly defines the type of treatment educators 
have been experiencing from the district.  
There was a respondent from each school that commented about the leadership style. 
Respondent T1A from school 1 when asked about the management of retention and 
promotion answered by saying: “Can I say it is out of the HODs and the teacher’s hands 
how many learners you want to retain in your class, because it’s prescribed by our district.”  
The respondent further added in responding to another question by saying: “…we are 
governed by our district”. Another educator from the same school echoed the ideas of the 
autocratic style of leadership. The question was regarding the role that the district plays 
in order to ensure the proper management of the learners at-risk in the foundation phase.  
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Respondents T1F words were: “They play a bossy role”. Another respondent at school 2 
also voiced this idea of autocratic leadership. Respondent T2E strongly said that: “The 
district demands the support and demands the evidence and it’s very difficult to always 
keep up…” The respondent’s choice of words emphasize the idea and the frustrations 
educators go through when dealing with management.   
It is clear that much power has been taken away from educators, the district is as a higher 
body together with the DBE, making big decisions, and they expect educators to simply 
follow instructions given and comply without questioning the reasoning behind these 
decisions. It appears that the reason learners are not being retained, as they should be, 
is that district sets a target pass rate, which they intend on reaching at the end of the year. 
In their termly measures, they work in such a way that in the end, they achieve their 
desired goal and as a result, the schools are affected as they are forced to compromise 
their credibility in order to fulfil the desired outcomes by the district.  
 An educator at school 3 complained vehemently about this saying that: “Even where they 
gave parents also power if the child can fail. So, with the result is they told us, if the parent 
doesn’t want to sign, we must leave maar and make the child pass. Parents can now 
appeal. That right must be taken away so that the teacher can decide.”  
The educators, as someone who spends their time in the classroom with the learner, felt 
that the power of retention has been taken away from them and that district together with 
the parents had more power to decide whether a child should be retained or not. Khan et 
al. (2015) further describes autocratic leadership as a type of leadership whereby, the 
dictator, in this case the district, lays down the rules in his or her institution and expects 
individuals to perform without questioning authority. Similarly, to the cases of educators.   
It also appears that the district has somewhat made themselves inaccessible especially 
regarding to the issues that educators deem important. Educators complained that there 
was a problem in communication between themselves and the district.  This respondent 
was answering to a question regarding the support given to educators in order for them 
to do justice to the learners at-risk. Respondent T2D from school 2 stated that: “…you’ll 
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always hear a cry out from teachers maybe saying that this teacher is saying my support 
and is not the same or sufficient. They need it from the top. You get what I’m saying? But 
there is a vacuum there- between the district and down to the schools.”   
Another respondent T3B from school 3 shared similar views when stating that: “But know 
ma’am I think something needs to be in place between the teachers and those who there 
at the district. There must be something in place so that there is a good communication. 
This is not all about us but is all about the learners. And who are they failing anyway? It’s 
the learners, not us.”  
These respondents were talking particularly about support given to the educators aiding 
them to provide adequate support to learners at-risk and also some form of 
communication between the two structures after rejecting their retention lists. Providing 
feedback to educators about why the district chose not to retain a particular child will give 
educators the assurance that their handwork was not in vain instead they can provide this 
particular learner with all the tools required to succeed in the grades to follow.   
According to Bolman and Deal (2003) “An effective human resource philosophy provides 
overall guidance and direction (p.135) in an organization like schools that focuses on 
commitment to their subject, in this case- the learner. The challenge is for education to 
develop strategies that can be implemented to support learners who are not meeting 
academic success. Learner who deal with a sense of failure have that need for sense of 
security and their self-esteem is often jeopardized making it ever to achieve self-
actualisation as defined by Maslow (Bolman and Deal,p.117). The human resource 
framework encourages the education system to be mindful of the psychological and 
emotional needs of the learner and to attend to the needs first in order to provide a 
foundation that supports learners’ progress towards achieving full academic and personal 
potential, especially in the foundation phase. With the human resource framework as the 
perspective from which to construct meaning, an exploratory approach in the basics for 
the inquiry in this study is important, since little is known regarding the pedagogical beliefs 
that serve as the factors that lead to the management of retention and promotion of 
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learners at-risk in the foundation phase. The inaccessibility of human resources from 
district contributes greatly to the inability of the educators providing support to learners in 
the foundation or placing them in the relevant institutions after the early identification of 
their barriers.  
4.2.2 AUTHENTICITY  
 Through the interviews, the researcher learnt that there was an issue with regards to the 
authenticity of the learner’s results. This issue could possibly stem from the fear of defying 
the instructions from district. As a result educators are forced to fabricate results so to 
have a learner at a level where they qualify for promotion despite the fact that they did 
not work as much as their counterparts or grade peers.   
In the interviews respondent T1A from school 1 stated that: “….So it is not a true reflection 
of the learners that’s being retained…” This was after discussing that the numbers of 
retained learners had to constantly be cut based on the assumption that the support 
provided by the educators was working and less children should now appear as at-risk, 
without actually taking into account the fact that severe barriers to learning needed a 
psychologist assessment. These barriers could not simply be remedied by the support 
given by educators during contact time.  
Another educator, from the same school, respondent T1B, supported this view on the 
inauthenticity of results by saying: “So we have a list, a long list at the beginning of the 
year, but now we have to force those learners, we have to push them through the system 
and most of them get lost along the way because you can’t give them that special attention 
which they really need because the numbers…”  
The statement proves that educators removed the learners from the retention list simply 
because ‘the district did not allow’ them to retain such a large number. By so doing, 
learners pushed through the system and the educators risked the fact of losing the 
learners along the way because they understand the frustration of being progressed and 
having to learn two years’ work in one year. This forces learners to dropout since they are 
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frustrated and under a lot of academic pressure of being stuck in a mainstream classroom, 
where they understand very little.  
In 2015 Circular 3 of 2015 was created and was applicable to the Senior Phase and 
beyond. This was only to be used for a maximum of 3 subjects per learner, only if the 
learner is not meeting promotion requirements. For the years 2018 and beyond the 
circular stated that the learners’ marks could be adjusted by 2% in the learning areas 
which learners were failing. However, with the comments made by educator’s one can 
almost assume that results are being adjusted by more than 2% in order to meet district 
expectations? This raises much concern although this circular was not implemented in 
the foundation phase, it raises the question of by how much the marks have to be adjusted 
in order for those learners to be promoted.    
The authenticity was not only pertaining to the results of the learners but also the support 
given. Educators are expected to submit proof of support each term and there have given 
various instructions on how the support needs to be done. However, it appears that due 
to the pressure from HODs and the district, the proof of support is not necessarily support 
but the displaying of work so that educators are not viewed as incompetent in the eyes of 
their superiors. One of the educators even described the act as ‘window dressing’.  
Respondent T3A from school 3 said that: “If you give your book in and there’s only 4 
activities, then you not a good teacher, then you’re ‘incompetent’. So now it’s just window 
dressing that is taking place. I feel the system has failed the learners, that’s how I feel.” 
Another educator at school 2 also shared the same views. Respondent T2C added to this 
complaint of inauthenticity by saying that: “And you’re not a teacher if you do not 
accommodate the slow learners. I think I need to manage the art of making these papers 
arise and pasting them in and lie…. I think that’s more uhm… it’s not a true reflection. The 
one that has all the support I don’t know how true that is because it’s not practical…”  
Support is now just the act of pasting worksheets in learners’ books and ‘proving’ that you 
have gone the extra mile to ensure that the learners understand the work better. However, 
the authenticity of the work is questionable.  
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4.2.3 TIME   
Majority of the respondents complained about the time factor. Educators are eager to 
assist learners at-risk however, it seems that they do not have the time required to provide 
the extensive intervention especially since there are dealing with such large numbers and 
in some cases a third or half the class has a barrier to learning. This is partially the reason 
why the support given is not authentic. If teachers do not have the time to support the 
learners, yet they are expected to prove that they are supporting the learners, then surely 
the support has to come from somewhere but whether it was done as it should be, is 
questionable. There was a complaint at every school with regards to the lack of time to 
support learners at-risk.  
These are few of the responses given by the participants regarding giving academic 
support to learners at-risk. Respondent T1A from school 1 said: “But the timeframe is not 
enough… It’s not enough, because realistically, our timetables dictate for us what to do, 
in what time. So now you must have your own way of working to go on with the 
mainstream and still cater for these academically challenged learners. But because they 
have the opportunity to do the work like twice, with the whole class, so that you can see 
the level, and then one-on-one or concrete or whatever methodology…”  
Respondent T1B from school 1 said: “You have a limited time to teach them according to 
their ability, but we do, we try our very best because of experience but look at the new 
teachers now who don’t have as much experience how to accommodate those learners. 
Because as a new teacher, you come into the system and you go according to your 
timetable, and the timetable doesn’t make provision for that….” Taking into consideration 
that the educators are expected to cover the days’ work and then make time to support 
the learners who are struggling with the content.  
Educators are expected to complete the syllabus and still provide adequate support to the 
learners at-risk. Educators were feeling overwhelmed by this. Respondent T2D from 
school 2 even stated that: “…And then there is like I said no time. Sometimes you 
manage, you plan for a week then these poor children go into two weeks. And then you 
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find that somewhere here the time is running out.” The respondent was saying that 
sometimes they have planned to complete a particular topic in one week and because of 
trying to accommodate learners at-risk, you may take more time covering a certain topic. 
It is hard for educators to move on to the next topic or new work if there are learners who 
still do not understand, yet they need to cover the curriculum. At school 3 the educators 
also expressed their eagerness to support but their problem was also as respondent T3A 
said: “…there isn’t always time for it”. It seems that educators are really struggling to find 
the time to support learners at-risk during their contact time and this is perhaps one of the 
reasons why learners at-risk cannot escape the zone of being as-risk and the 
phenomenon is carried from grade to grade.  
4.2.4 BARRIERS TO LEARNING    
The learning barriers that seemed to stand out most in the foundation phase is the 
language barrier and the socio-economic status of the learners. These two stood out the 
most during the interviews. Not all learners who start grade 1 have received prior formal 
education in the form of grade R. As a result, some of them are hearing English for the 
first time and this could either be a second or third language to them. The language barrier 
is not usually seen as an obstacle that could keep the learner in the status of being at-
risk throughout their schooling; however, it could be the reason they fail grade 1. After 
familiarizing themselves with the language then learners are able to proceed with merit in 
the grades to follow.   
Respondent T1A from school stated that: “…the language barrier is a very very difficult 
matter”. Another educator from school 2, respondent T2D strengthened this argument by 
saying: “The language of learning… it’s not the learning as such, but it’s the languages 
you understand? Any child can learn in any language but if my language doesn’t give me 
that vehicle to learn then it becomes a problem”. This means that it is important for 
learners to understand the language of learning and teaching and although code 
switching may be allowed in the foundation phase, it does not necessarily mean all 
educators are able to. As means to try to support learners in cases such as these, an 
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educator from school 3 said she would ask her colleague to translate in order to help the 
learner understand better.   
Respondent T3F explained: “Now for me who can’t speak any other language except now 
the English and Afrikaans, it’s very difficult. So what I do is I take the learner next door to 
Mrs S so Mrs S can now explain to them whatever.” This is a good reflection of the effort 
educators put in order to try and do justice to the learners.   
The learners who were often identified as at-risk also experienced socio-economic 
problems. They were often from ‘poor’ backgrounds as educators alluded. Respondent 
T1C from school 1 said: “The domestic problems, the social environment, plays a major 
role. Most of these kids also, are from poor backgrounds and the support structure at 
home, is null and void, none existent.”. This educator was not the only one who mentioned 
the problematic households which the children are raised in. Another respondent, T3B 
from school 3 said that: “…I think some of these learners are being neglected by these 
young parents. You can see that you have to provide. every time. They are not look after 
properly and they are hardly clean. I experienced that last year and even this year.” Again, 
we witness a situation whereby educators go the extra mile not only through the 
academics but also through really taking the co-parental role into practice.  
In addition, educators also complained that learners who were identified as at-risk, when 
progressed caused many discipline issues in the new class, mainly because of frustration. 
According to Roueche and Roueche (1993), the at-risk student has unrealistic goals and 
is motivated not by success, but by failure, driven by harsh economic conditions. It is the 
barrier of weak self-concept, however, that causes the most resistance; the person rebels 
against becoming more actively engaged in the learning experience. And this yield to be 
true in the cases of many educators from the various schools. Learner who deal with a 
sense of failure have that need for sense of security and their self-esteem is often 
jeopardized making it impossible to ever to achieve self-actualisation as defined by 
Maslow (Bolman and Deal, p.117).  
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An educator at school 1 even mentioned that the frustration is on both sides, the learner 
and educator. Respondent T1A mention that: “…Sometimes you don’t have the 
knowledge about how to deal with the barrier. So you become frustrated because you 
don’t know how to get to the child and the child becomes frustrated as well because you 
can’t find each other…” More so, educators expressed their concern about learners’ 
frustrations about being in a new class and grade and still being unable to grasp what 
was being taught. An educator at school 2, respondent T2D replied to the question about 
progressed learners behaviours by saying that they were: “…frustration obviously. Eh 
they suffer, they act out. Some just die out and some become these disruptive and 
angered children…” It seems that progressing learners who are not performing is causing 
more damage than good. An educator at school 1 expressed the exact same views.   
Respondent T1B said; “Like we said those children are the ones who were supposed to 
have been retained, now it’s a new year, a new grade, a new everything, plus the backlog.  
So it’s very difficult to catch up…” It is evident that taking a learner through to the next 
grade only adding to the problems, which they are already facing. This could possibly 
mean that promoting learners at-risk is not a remedy. These views echo the words of 
Thompson and Cunningham (2000) in their research where they stated that critics of 
social promotion argued that it frustrates progressed learners by placing them in grades 
where they cannot do the work and sends the message to all students that they can get 
by without.  
4.2.5 REASON FOR RETENTION  
This study showed that majority of educators do not agree with the idea of progression as 
it brings about issues of discipline and it frustrates the learner and that educators would 
prefer that learners who are not ready for the following academic year to be retained. 
Educators shared various cases whereby they retained learners and they felt good about 
themselves thereafter because the felt that it was what the child needed, and it was 
beneficial to the child. Respondents from school 1 shared some reasons why they 
believed that retention was beneficial.   
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Respondent T1A shared that : “…if you retain a child, and I a mean there’s different  types 
of children that’s being retain especially the children that is not ready, I’m talking about 
the child that is not ready for the next grade but you can see there’s nothing there 
cognitively wrong with the child, physically or whatever. That is not a barrier. It is simply 
that the child is delayed. If you…I have a classic example, there is no, you cannot 
compare the same child with last year. I retained her, this year, she’s a totally different 
child. And I feel very good about it. Then I know I’ve made the right choice…”. She further 
added that the reason she preferred to retain was because: “that means when that child 
goes to grade three, that child will not be a ‘needs support’ again. Because we bring the 
child from grade 1 ‘needs support’, grade 2 ‘needs support’, 3 ‘need support’. Somewhere 
you have to stop so that you can cover the gaps.” This respondent felt strongly about this 
because in her answer to another question she said that: “…you must now take into 
account the contextual factors of why the child must now be retained. Is it because of the 
age gap? The development gap? And the child must only be retained if you can see no 
development taking place otherwise if there is a barrier with that child , get that child help 
from outside so that child can be placed in a stream he or she belongs because now 
obviously mainstream is not for him or for her. Because the truth is you keep the once or 
twice in the same class, you frustrate everyone and yourself. What does the child benefit 
from that? Retention must be beneficial.” In this statement she agrees that there are the 
severe learning barriers which retention cannot always remedy but there are those which 
where the child is retained, the child benefits. The most important part of her response is 
that “retention must be beneficial”.   
Educators, as the ones who work with the child on a daily basis and identify the learning 
barriers can also point out those barriers which can be dealt with through retention and 
those that need medical attention or for a child to be referred to a special needs school 
where they will flourish in a space that is suitable for them instead of them competing with 
average and intelligent learners in the mainstream. The motivation behind retention is the 
fact that it provides under-achieving students an extra year to catch up to the expected 
level for the given grade (Kumanda et al, 2017). Grade retention has been an accepted 
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remedy for educational conditions known as underachievement and is a condition that is 
becoming prevalent at all levels of schooling worldwide (United Nations Educational 
Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO 2005). Though a common antidote for 
children’s underachievement at school, it has been questioned in South Africa (McGrath, 
2006). Countries such as Japan and countries in the Scandinavian region have an 
education policy of automatic promotion at the primary level regardless of achievement 
(Ikeda, 2005), and this is a solution which the Department of Basic Education is also 
considering. Recently in an article published by News 24, it was alleged that the 
Department of Education plans on adopting a non-retention policy in the foundation phase 
and this might have dire consequences on the South African education (News 24, 2019). 
According to Shepard and Smith (1989) the widespread practice of promoting learners 
with the age peers regardless of the achievements is in disrepute as it is a blatant 
disregard for standards out of the tenderness for learners’ self-esteem and can be blamed 
for the current education disorganization. This is evident in schools as most educators 
spoke frankly about the frustrations that learners at-risk displayed when promoted to the 
next grade since they were not on that level and resorted to causing disruption. Another 
reason learners are feeling so frustrated is because of the workload.   
Respondent T3F from school 3 gives a clear illustration of this by saying: “…so the 
children go to the ma’am in the next grade now because the chid is not on that level, that 
teacher must go back to the previous grades work and it’s so unfair on that teacher and 
to the learner because they must now do two years’ work. So with the result is the backlog 
becomes bigger and bigger for that child and that’s they there so many drop outs.”  This 
strengthens Green & Winters (2004) argument that once a learner is promoted beyond 
his skills he will only continue to fall further behind as the learning material becomes more 
difficult in later years   
4.2.6 NEED FOR HUMAN RESOURCE AND SUPPORT STRUCTURES   
 It appears that although educators complain about the district being in their conduct, 
however when teachers, required their assistance, in matters they deem important, they 
are nowhere to be found. All three schools that participated complained about the 
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mismanagement in the assessing of learners by the district allocated psychologists to 
LSEN (Learners with Special Educational Needs) classes or schools. Some schools 
complained that they had to wait for months or years to have a psychologist come to 
assess learners who have been identified as at-risk, yet the district demanded for the 
schools to submit termly the names of these learners for tracking and record keeping.  
The unavailability of human resource in the form of psychologist has contributed greatly 
to the increasing numbers of learners at-risk in mainstream schools. There was a 
complaint from every school about not being able to assess learners on time and in some 
cases, it leads to learners being progressed up until school leaving.   
Respondent T1A in response to a question about the support from the SBST explained 
that the SBST consisted of educators and that they too sometimes do not know what 
strategies are to be employed in order to assist learners at-risk. She later added that, 
when they, experience problems with learners at-risk, the matter needed to be handled 
by the DBST however: “…DBST and they are very limited, you get them maybe once a 
year if you very lucky, or once in never.” This was very concerning since the assessment 
of a child should be a priority, due to our learner-centred curriculum. Through the 
interviews, it was gathered that all these schools were experiencing the same problem. 
Respondent T3E from school 3 answered that: “But also district is not playing their part…If 
we have these children, we’ve recognised the problem a problem, they’ve been referred, 
and they don’t come out to tests these children. And at the end of the year they tell you 
that this child cannot be retained when they haven’t even tested the intellectual of the 
child”.   
Due to the unavailability of psychologist learners are forced to remain in the system which 
they do not fit in or a system which they do not cope with. According to Kumanda et al 
(2017) research on learner retention in public schools has shown that even when 
interventions are planned and carried out in order to reduce student retention, they 
however still fail, these are the learners who are meant to be placed in special needs 
schools and would subsequently continue to perform badly at school if not placed in 
special needs schools.   
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School 2 also adds to this very complaint when respondent T2C said: “But that it just so 
sad because it’s only every 2 years. The psychologist and stuff only come every 2 
years…” This raised a great concern. The South African education adopted the style of 
inclusive education, which focuses on a learner - centred approach to teaching and 
learning. If the DBST are not playing their part in ensuring that all learners’ educational 
needs are met, especially in cases where learners ought to be placed in vocational 
schooling where the teaching and learning styles accommodate the child fully and 
providing  the child with opportunities to show case their skills instead of further frustrating 
them in a setting they are not coping in. In cases where learners were assessed and given 
LSEN numbers, lack of finances and/or the unavailability of space in functional vocational 
schools seem to me major stumbling blocks.  
Respondent T2C from school 2 explained this by saying: “And it’s also the monetary, you 
know they don’t have the funds to send them to special schools but also they are not 
available in the area.” A colleague respondent T2F adds to that point: “…Ya all the schools 
that are around us that are full service they are all full, so here we are sitting with the 
challenge that we have to keep the child…” It appears that vocational schooling could be 
coming at a price that parents could not afford as a result they keep their children in the 
mainstream schools and rather face the risk of the child dropping out. In school 1 they 
also mentioned the issue if unavailability of space in vocational schools. Respondent T1A:  
“…there aren’t enough full service or vocational schools…” This draws us to the 
conclusion that one aspect that perpetuates the phenomenon of being at risk is the lack 
of vocational schooling. Learners are subsequently kept in mainstream schools and 
continue to be at-risk since the type of learning that happens in these settings, does not 
appeal to their level of intelligence and as such inhibiting effective learning.   
4.2.7 CONCLUSION  
The management of retention and promotion of learners at-risk in the foundation phase 
seems to be the responsibility of the district. The educators are the ones that identify the 
learners at-risk, thereafter submit the possible retentions to the district. From there 
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onwards they are given an indication of how many of these possible retentions can 
actually be retained. This ultimately means that the other learners will then be progressed 
to the following grade. The scarcity of human resource from the district contributes to the 
progression of underperforming learners as some learners are not assessed on time. 
Another contributor to the perpetuation of the phenomenon of being at-risk is the scarcity 
of vocational schools and caregivers’ ability to afford this specialized education. As a 
result, some learners remain in the mainstream and continue to be frustrated by their lack 
of understanding or grasping what is being taught. By so doing, the status of being at-risk 
is carried through right up until learners either drop-out or fail grade 12. This practice of 
promoting learners who are underperforming perpetuates the poverty cycle because 
these learners are left to be frustrated in the mainstream school instead of nurturing other 
talents which they may have that will help them succeed in the life after school completion. 
These individuals are left unable to contribute to the country’s economy and may result in 
them resorting in acts of crime as a way to sustain themselves and their families.   
In the next section the research will be concluded. The study will be summarised, the 
findings will be highlighted, and recommendations will be made.    
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CHAPTER 5: SUMMARY OF THE STUDY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
5.1 INTRODUCTION  
The results of the research point to a number of challenges in the practice of retention 
and promotion. In this final chapter, a summary of the most significant aspects is given. 
An overview of the most important findings is given and recommendations are made 
based on the findings. 
5.2 SUMMARY OF THE STUDY 
This study investigated the retention and promotion of learners at-risk managed in the 
foundation phase? A literature review was undertaken, which explored and discussed 
retention and promotion of learners at-risk.  The study used a qualitative approach and a 
generic research design. Purposive sampling was employed to select 18 foundation 
phase teachers in three primary schools Data collection instruments comprised interviews 
and observations. Interviews were conducted in three schools using purposive sampling. 
Various themes emerged from the qualitative study. The first theme was on autocratic 
leadership and revealed that the type of treatment that educators are receiving were 
getting from the district was one of the major reasons of the mismanagement of retention 
and promotion of learners at risk, since this was their sole responsibility, particularly 
regarding the numbers accepted for retention and the assessing and referring of these 
learners. 
The second theme, authenticity; indicated that the results which some parents were 
seeing on their children’s report cards were not entirely true. The reason for this is 
because of the pressure from the district to pass learners even though they were 
underperforming or did not reach promotion requirements. The third theme, time; showed 
that educators did not have enough time to provide the required support to the learners 
who were experiencing barriers to learning and also teaching the rest of the class all at 
the same time taking into cognisance the syllabus that needed to be covered. The fourth 
theme, barriers to learning; which emphasized the frustration that learners who were 
being promoted were experiencing and illustrating the common characteristics in learners 
at-risk ranging from socio-economic struggles to psychological problems which is often 
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displayed as ill-behaviour.  The fifth theme provided various reasons for retention and 
gave a clear outline of the different reasons why educators preferred retention as opposed 
to promotion. And finally, the need for human resources and support structures, was the 
sixth theme which revealed that there are not enough psychologists from the department 
that are qualified to give learners at-risk LSEN numbers, as a result, learners are not 
being assessed on time or are not being assessed at all and at the end are being pushed 
through the grades till school leaving. This continues perpetuating the phenomenon of 
being at-risk. In addition is the scarcity of functional vocational schools which these 
learners can attend once they have been given LSEN numbers. Some recommendations 
will now be made based on the findings.   
5.3 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY    
This study is limited in its scope. Qualitative data was only collected from schools in one 
region of the Gauteng province. Also, findings for the Gauteng province are not 
necessarily generalizable to the rest of the country. Another possible limitation was the 
gender of participants. The educators in the foundation phase were all females. The 
sample could have also been a limitation, by not allowing district officials to give their input 
which could possibly result in the views being bias.   
5.4 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PRACTICE  
Due to the complaint from educators of autocratic leadership it is recommended that: 
• The district-based support team make themselves accessible to educators in the 
form of workshops to assist educators particularly with methods on to how to 
accommodate learners at-risk and still present the main lesson within a single 
period.  
• The challenge is for the education system to develop strategies that can be 
implemented to support learners who are not meeting academic success. By 
simply instructing them and not showing them how this can be done, they are 
frustrating educators by only providing policy documents that explain what needs 
to be done and not how it needs to be done. This will rid the doubt that perhaps 
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educators are not doing their best to ensure that learners at-risk are given a fair 
chance to learn. That way district will accept retention list sent by the schools and 
attend to the matter rapidly ensuring that learners are referred and placed at the 
institution will speak to their educational needs. This is because the lack of human 
resources and support structures is one of the catalysts which is perpetuating the 
challenge with learners at-risk, it is further recommended that more vocational 
schools be established.  
• Once learners have been identified, they should be placed immediately so that the 
child receives the full learning experience, instead of being forced to remain in 
mainstream classrooms for longer periods.  
• The department needs to ensure that there are a sufficient number of 
psychologists to allow for learners are assessed on time. It is also their 
responsibility to ensure that this type of education is accessible and affordable, 
thus ensuring that when these learners leave school, they will be able to contribute 
to the economy and fend for their families.  
• With the recent talks around the automatic promotion of learners in the foundation 
phase, my recommendation is that learners who have not been met the minimum 
requirements in the foundation phase must be retained. Unless the learner has 
been assessed and identified as one needing special attention.   
5.5 RECOMMENDATION FOR FURTHER RESEARCH  
Arising from these findings – what new area can be researched by future researchers?  
• This could include surveying teachers and observing practises, particularly 
regarding teaching quality. Further needed observations: time spent on 
teaching, lower grades, and admission and repetition policies which may 
influence whether progression is necessary or not. 
• Research is needed on proving that automatic promotion undermines and 
lowers the standard of education in South Africa.  
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• Quantitative studies on the management of promotion and retention of learners 
at-risk which would allow for the inclusion of more participants and a bigger 
sample size.  
 
5.6 CONCLUSION  
The aim of this study was to explore the management of retention and promotion of 
learners at-risk in the Foundation Phase. This study also established various factors that 
contributed to the learners being at-risk. Finally, this study discovered and analysed the 
views of teachers on the impact of retention and promotion of learners at-risk in the 
Foundation Phase. It was interesting to note that the lack of human resources from the 
district contributed greatly to the perpetuation of the phenomenon of being at-risk. 
However, this was not the only catalyst of this perturbing phenomenon. Furthermore, the 
study recommended the accessibility of vocational schooling in order for learners at-risk 
to be placed in environments where they can bloom. It is hoped that this study will be 
used in the final decision-making processes regarding 'automatic' promotions in the 
Foundation Phase. Those learners who aren't experiencing severe barriers to learning 
should be retained and those who are should be assessed and referred to functional 
vocational schools that will cater to their learning style.  
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ANNEXURES  
ANNEXURE 1: SCREENING, IDENTIFICATION, ASSESSMENT AND SUPPORT 
DOCUMENT 
  
Follow the link:  
https://wcedonline.westerncape.gov.za/Specialised-ed/documents/SIAS-2014.pdf  
Or see hardcopy for document 
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ANNEXURE2: SUPPORT NEEDS ASSESSMENT FORM ANNEXURE 3: NATIONAL 
POLICY PERTAINING TO THE PROGRAMME AND  
PROMOTION REQUIREMENTS OF THE NATIONAL CURRICULUM STATEMENT 
GRADES R – 12  
  
Follow the link:  
https://www.education.gov.za/Portals/0/Documents/Policies/PolicyProgPromReqNCS.pdf?ver=2
015-02-03-154857-397  
 
Or see hardcopy for document 
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ANNEXURE4: ETHICAL CLEARANCE  
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ANNEXURE 5: PERMISSION LETTER   
To whom it may concern 
 
Educator:Charlotte Banele Khanyile    Student Number:201303336 
 
The student is doing her Masters in Education Leadership and Management 
As part of her studies she will have to conduct research interviews in order to fulfil the requirements of 
the research. 
Her current timetable is set in such a way that she has 4 admininstration periods (12:30- 14:30) on 
Tuesdays. Therefore she would like to use this time to conduct her interviews at the school and 
neigbouring schools. 
Her schedule is as follows: 
• 2th April- Seek permission from all the schools to conduct the interviews in the following weeks. 
• 9th April- School A (St George Primary School) 
• 16 April- School B (Posiedon Primary School) 
• 23 April- School C (Odin Park Primary School) 
 
She plans to do all this during her administration periods and in that way her teaching time will not be 
interrupted. 
Disclaimer: This request is set with the asssumption that the educators timetable will not change in the 
second term. 
 
 
Mr Devin Rickert                                                  ________________________ ________________ 
Principal (Name)          Signature    Date 
 
Prof Pierre Du Plessis                                              _____________________               ________________                      
Supervisor (HOD) (Name)       Signature    Date 
 
Ms Charlotte Khanyile        _____      ___ 
Student/Educator (Name)        Signature    Dat 
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ANNEXURE 6: NON-DISCLOSURE AGREEMENT   
   
  
Faculty of Education 
Department of Education Leadership and Management  
 
                                         Non-disclosure Agreement 
 
I, Charlotte Banele Khanyile, Masters student from The University of Johannesburg am requesting your 
participation in a research study about “The management of the retention and promotion of learners 
at-risk in the foundation phase”. Your involvement is requested in this research as I explore and 
understand the management of retention and promotion in the foundation phase, the benefits and 
disadvantages thereof. Your contribution forms a crucial part of this research. 
This interview and any information shared during this time will only be used for academic purposes and no 
individual identity or name of the school will be exposed or shared with any other department or faculty. 
This information will only be shared with my supervisor.  
No harm will come from partaking in this research project.  
You can, at any point, choose to withdraw from partaking in this research. 
_________________                ________________                       ________________ 
Supervisor signature                 Participant signature                      Researcher signature 
________________                 _________________                      ________________ 
Date (YYYY/MM/DD)               Date (YYYY/MM/DD)                     Date (YYYY/MM/DD 
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ANNEXURE 7: INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 
Interview schedule  
Topic: The management of retention and promotion of learners at-risk in the foundation phase. 
 
1. How would you describe the management of retention and promotion of learners at 
risk in the foundation phase? 
2. What support is given to learners at risk in the foundation phase? If any, is it 
effective? 
3. Name some defining characteristics of a learner at-risk. 
4. Do you think retaining learners at-risk gives them an opportunity to succeed in the 
grades to follow? 
5. What strategies has the SBST (School based support team) come up with to remedy 
the issues of learners at-risk 
6. What challenges have you observed in ‘progressed learners’? 
7. Do you think that learners with ECD (Early childhood development) are less likely to 
be at-risk? 
8. What role do district officials play in ensuring the proper management of retention 
& promotion of learners at-risk 
9. Do you agree with the current policy that states that learners can only be retained 
once in a phase? Yes/No &why? 
10. Whose responsibility should the management of retention & promotion be? 
Teachers? HODs? Principals? District &/ Government officials? 
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ANNEXURE 8: INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPTS  
School 1 
I Uhm okay the first question is how would you describe the management of retention and 
promotion of learners at risk in the foundation phase? 
T1A The management? Please elaborate… on what you mean… 
I On management? 
T1A  Yes pleaase… 
I Okay as in who is responsible for it? What procedures are taken to ensure that learners who 
have been identified as at risk retained…etc etc… that sort of thing? Do the HODs do enough in 
ensuring that the learners who do not reach the bare minimum are retained, so ya how would 
you describe the management of retention and promotion of learners at risk in the foundation 
phase? 
T1A Can I say it is out of the HODs and the teachers’ hands how many learners you want to retain in 
your class, because it’s prescribed by our district. Like for instance the numbers are too high… 
T1B *Interjecting* They work on percentages…. 
T1A …Yes the percentage is too high and then you have like…the ratio at our school is 1 is to 45 and 
even if you think about professionally 10 or 12 at the beginning of the year you identify that, as 
learners at risk, and the by end of the year, you know that, even if you feel, 6 of them or how 
many of them…must fail, we are governed by our district. So it is not a true reflection of the 
learners that’s being retained  
T1B  Because according to the district only 2% of the learners in the can be retained… 
I Per class or per grade? 
T1B Per grade… so workout 2% of 4 classes of 45… 
T1C When I worked it out, it was something like 1 and a half learners 
I So that’s 2 learners per grade? 
T1B It would make more sense if it is at least 2 learners per class because at the beginning of the 
year, we identify them and at times we sit with 18 learners because especially if you have grade 
1. A lot of our learners from feeder areas, the informal settlements, and those learners didn’t 
attend grade R or formal pre-schools, you understand? 
I  Hmm *in agreement* 
T1B  So we have to prepare them still for grade 1. So we have a list, a long list at the beginning of the 
year, but now we have to force those learners, we have to push them through the system and 
most of them get lost along the way because you can’t give them that special attention which 
they really need because the numbers… 
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T1D …*adding* but we do support them. 
T1B No yaa… 
I Oh yes we’re coming to that ya, the next question is what support is given to learners in the 
foundation phase? If any, is it effective? 
 
 
I Oh okay we’re coming to that … My second question is what support is given to learners at risk   
T1B  Yes it is… 
T1A Yes it is… 
I The support is effective? 
T1B  …Because the class teacher is the one giving the support and they know the learners and you 
work on their level…. 
I  So you do see an improvement in those learners? 
T1B Yes… 
T1A But the timeframe is not enough… 
T1C Yes the timeframe…shuuu 
T1A It’s not enough, because realistically, our timetables dictate for us what to do, in what time. So 
now you must have your own way of working to go on with the mainstream and still cater for 
these academically challenged learners. But because they have the opportunity to do the work 
like twice, with the whole class, so that you can see the level, and then one-on-one or concrete 
or whatever methodology… 
T1C There is improvement… 
T1B You have a limited time to teach them according to their ability but we do, we try our very best 
because of experience but look at the new teachers now who don’t have as much experience 
how to accommodate those learners. Because as a new teacher, you come into the system and 
you go according to your timetable, and the timetable doesn’t make provision for that…. 
I Uhm,Can we name some defining characteristics of learners at risk, similarities and so forth? 
T1B  I think it differs from grade to grade, because in grade 1 most of the learners, their motor skills 
and gross motor skills are underdeveloped. Some of them can’t even handle the writing tool.  
I ….their grip 
T1B They really can’t, their pencil grip, crayon grip, they can’t. We still struggle now with children 
with terrible handwriting. Their orientation, left-right and middle line. They have no clue of it. 
Some of them will write this way, and they go again and write that way *marking hand signals* 
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ohhh they reverse the words and all that. So to say it in a nutshell, they struggle with fine motor 
skills, handwriting, language… 
T1A …In grade 2 especially, the language barrier is a very very difficult thing. Most or some learners, 
only hear the spoken language at school, during teaching time. They hear it from another 
individual, not like, you know mos, they way you speak, and the way you speak *pointing at 
another educator*, we don’t speak the say, we don’t pronounce the same, and the ear must get 
used to it. In grade 1 the teacher spoke like that, but then by the end of the year you’ve grasped 
it. Now you must adapt in the new grade all of that is time consuming 
I Shuuu 
T1C Oh sorry man, I think also with the grade 1s, not forgetting the social, the domestic… 
I Yes…. 
T1C …The domestic problems, the social environment, plays a major role. Most of these kids also, 
are from poor backgrounds and the support structure at home, is null and void, none existent… 
I So you’d say that most of them are from broken homes? 
T1C Defintely!...you can say that  
T1D Yes certainly…. 
T1A …Uhm what do you say, grandmother kids…grandparent kids 
T1C Gogo children and gogo because gogo struggles, she can’t read, gogo is illiterate and she now 
needs to assist that learner. 
T1A But they do try… 
I But they can also only do so much…. 
T1A The lack of knowledge on their part is what kills them because they are eager to help, but don’t 
know how to. Grandparents will come, book an appointment with you, then you must workshop 
them on how to do it.  
T1B And that’s not only grandparents, there are parents who also come and you still have to help 
them and the child 
T1E Can I add something on that point, we have the sums we have the alphabet, some don’t even 
know ‘A’ of the alphabet. They sound it as “AH”. Now when you give them the word mother to 
spell, they are going to start with a different sound, which means they do not know the sounds 
and the naming of the alphabets.  
I Oh okay, so you’re saying they don’t know the difference between alphabet identification and 
phonics or sounding. 
T1C They don’t do phonetic awareness, they do spelling. 
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I Okay, do you think retaining learners at risk, gives them an opportunity to succeed in the grades 
to follow? 
T1A Ya I think so… 
T1C Absolutely! 
T1B Definitely 
T1E Oh yes… 
T1D Not always… 
T1A I think, if you retain a child, and I a mean there’s different  types of children that’s being retain 
especially the children that is not ready, I’m talking about the child that is not ready for the next 
grade but you can see there’s nothing there cognitively wrong with the child, physically or 
whatever. That is not a barrier. It is simply that the child is delayed. If you…I have a classic 
example, there is no, you cannot compare the same child with last year. I retained her, this year, 
she’s a totally different child. And I feel very good about it . Then I know I’ve made the right 
choice… 
I By retaining them? 
T1A Yes, because that means when that child goes to grade three, that child will not be a ‘needs 
support’ again. Because we bring the child from grade 1 ‘needs support’, grade 2 ‘needs 
support’, 3 ‘need support’. Somewhere you have to stop so that you can cover the gaps. 
I  So you would say that retaining them gives them an opportunity to succeed? 
T1C Not always… 
T1A Not all the time…. 
T1B Sometimes like she said, the child maybe matured now, over the holidays but some never get to 
that stage. It is as though the child is wasting both his and my time because I also had one, but 
luckily, he didn’t come back. But I don’t think he will make it. And there are children in my class 
now that I strongly feel should’ve been retained. 
I So sometimes you feel as though even though they are retained they become worse, or there is 
no improvement? 
T1B Yes… 
T1C And then there is some that, who towards September, October it’s like they just open up, it’s 
like the globe goes on… 
T1B Ya, ya 
T1A They just blossom 
T1C ….It’s like something happens overnight. And you are left in awe like ‘what happened now?’ It’s 
late but it’s like wow  
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I Wow, uhm number 5, what strategies has the school based support team come up with in order 
to remedy the issues of learners at-risk? 
T1A Our school based support team consists of teachers that means in our grades we have our 
meetings that we discuss and from there actually we get our support and decide on the support 
given to the learners. That we refer to the coordinator of the SBST but the teacher, consists of it 
also so we decide. But I want to talk about that man, the school based support team consists of 
teacher, however, the teacher themselves, you have barriers as well. But where it stops or 
where its stuck, you can identify that the child has a barrier in your class, based on his 
performance stop there, then you need a professional to step in and identify the type of barrier. 
Sometimes you don’t have the knowledge about how to deal with the barrier. So you become 
frustrated because you don’t know how to get to the child and the child becomes frustrated as 
well because you can’t find each other. And then once it’s at that level is goes to the DBST and 
they are very limited, you get them maybe once a year if you very lucky, or once in never.  
T1B For sure… 
I Shuu, okay and then what challenges have you observed in progressed learners ? 
T1C I guess is for the grade 2s and 3s 
I Yes I’m referring to the 2s and 3s since grade 1 teachers wouldn’t know their progressed 
learners  
T1B Well like we said, the gaps… it’s very difficult to fill in the gaps. Like we said those children are 
the ones who were supposed to have been retained, now it’s a new year, a new grade, a new 
everything, plus the back lock. So it’s very difficult to catch up. That is why on our learners at-risk 
there is about 17-20, it’s almost half of the class… 
T1A And then the district wants to tell you they will die if they see those numbers  
I Which is in most cases a true reflection… 
T1A And they don’t want it! 
T1B They don’t want the true reflection. 
T1C They actually go as far as saying that the system, they don’t want these kids in the system, they 
need to pass because there is no money to keep these children in the system. And by so doing, 
they are failing the kids dismally. 
T1D And that’s why there are dropouts  
T1C Definitely that’s why they’re dropping out, they are frustrated. I didn’t understand last year, I 
still don’t understand this year so what’s the point ? 
T1A And the child’s self-esteem too because you’re labelled without having a label. You struggle 
whether you’re being retained or not, you still struggle what to we tell the child or what is the 
perception of the child about themselves yet this is a mainstream and I could be good in 
something else. No one asks me ‘what is it that I can do?’, it’s about what I must do. Not ‘what 
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can you do?’, there’s no time for that or space for that. We have a syllabus to finish. And that 
child is just… because the child failed already, that child can’t fail again. 
T1D There was a boy who actually kill himself because he failed 3 times. He then decide to commit 
suicide  
T1A It’s hectic  
I Very…number 7 do you think learners with ECD that is early childhood development are less 
likely to be at-risk?  
T1C Yes, early childhood development is good because they work on the child’s perception. Where 
the child comes from, it’s not a 70:1, they have smaller classes. And the child gets used to 
working in formal with someone else either than the mom, that bond you know. They learn how 
to work in a group much earlier, their vocabulary is vast and the language barrier issue has been 
crossed already in ECD. 
T1F But I tend to disagree, maybe it was the apartheid education but anyhow, I never attended ECD. 
In fact in my times ECD didn’t even exist… 
I And you turned out just fine… 
T1F Ya, we had a long debate with Ms M about the children. Like I was 5 and half when I started and 
I never failed and I also wasn’t a borderline case like just push-push-push. So this ECD for me is 
like a recent thing and for me I didn’t hold the pencil like they say *referring to colleagues*… 
T1C Some of them keep it like this and like this and like this *showing examples/imitations*. They 
turn their bodies so in grade 1 we have to teach them that. Feet together, sit up straight and 
every day before the lesson, we need to remind them these things.  
T1F Up until grade 3 even now I still have to sing that song. 
T1C And I don’t know there’s now this ugly thing about left and right… I don’t know. Left and right is 
such a …. 
T1D They even write from right to left  
T1C In fact just this week, they were working in their books, I took the books home to mark. They 
were supposed to write on the left page, some wrote on the right page in fact other even turned 
the page wuuu… 
T1F See that’s the problem and to think those are the children who have been to grade R! You think 
they benefited from the grade R? or ECD whatever  
I I think some of them do… 
T1C No they do, definitely. Now the problem is you need to stay reminding them ‘turn around, face 
the front, show me your left, show me your right, lift your finger, put it on your book” and that’s 
time consuming. You can’t start the lesson, you need to show them all the time. 
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T1A E-learning also comes in there, because in our times, books… we used books were the base and 
whatever. Now the child uses a smart board, the children use their fingers on the tablets, the 
child watched tv so e-learning is taking over. The child doesn’t get time to practice writing  
T1F And the different types of things to do, like I the sand… 
T1A Different textures and what not… 
T1F  We used to have thing called uhm… 
T1A Perceptual development  
T1F That’s right… 
T1C  Where the fine motor skills are done…. 
T1F Yes we had about six week? 
T1A Yes…. 
T1f For that perceptual development  
I  and it helped? 
T1A It helped in those years  
T1F Then they just took it out  
T1A It’s gone, everything is just time paced now. 
T1F And those are the things that really developed the young. You know right now, when they cut, 
they keep the page here *putting hand extremely close to the face* 
T1D  Ya they put it in the face…. 
I Shuuu number 8 says what role do district officials play in ensuring the proper management of 
retention and promotion of learners at-risk? 
 T1F They play a bossy role… 
T1A What role does district play? Because it’s us, we’re doing the work, wee comply, if they say not 
ten only 5 learners, we must make sure the other learners somewhat disappear… 
I So you’re saying they play an instructional role? 
T1C Well I would say they sometimes give development with the workshops and upskilling but you 
see, everything works beautifully on paper but when you have to come to the classroom and do 
the practical… 
T1F And the things which they have on paper but perhaps for another type of environment  
T1C Ya not our environment 
I So the situations are of the ‘ideal setting’  
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T1D They take a model C school  
I Which is certainly not the context you’re based in…. Do you agree with the current policy that 
states that a learner may only be retained once in a phase? Yes or No and Why? 
T1A I disagree and agree. A child who has been retained now once, you must now take into account 
the contextual factors of why the child must now be retained. Is it because of the age gap? The 
development gap? And the child must only be retained if you can see no development taking 
place otherwise if there is a barrier with that child , get that child help from outside so that child 
can be placed in a stream he or she belongs because now obviously mainstream is not for him or 
for her. Because the truth is you keep the once or twice in the same class, you frustrate 
everyone and yourself. What does the child benefit from that? Retention must be beneficial  
T1D And have you noticed how the repeaters are the ones who are the most chaotic in the class? 
T1F Like earlier on you had a question about the district and like this one about do you agree, like in 
the grade 1s, now you see the retention and in the second year there is no improvement then 
you fill in a referral form  
I The SNA? 
T1F We first retain and then in the second year we refer. Which means in the second year the 
district must send a psychologist to test the children and given them and LSEN number which 
the parents must take to vocational schools and apply for the child. I don’t know when last were 
the children tested. 
T1D And that referral takes forever we sit with the same children who got referrals … 
T1C And they don’t get place and we have to take them back 
T1A We have some who are already in grade 6 or 7 and have LSEN numbers  
T1F Some are already at high school already 
T1D They don’t do anything, they just give us extra work 
T1C  That’s the work of our beautiful government  
T1A  Another reason for this is that there aren’t enough full service or vocational schools  
I Yes  
T1F But I think some of the parents don’t even make an effort to find the schools 
T1C Not forgetting the economic issues of most of these learners. It’s finance, it’s transport, you’re 
living in a particular area, now you have to pay for your child to get wherever. So poverty plays a 
big role in this  
I  So it perpetuates the learners being at risk, because if you can’t afford to go to another school, 
you’ll stay here…. 
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T1C Get pushed and pushed until you get to matric and you’ve wasted your life or even drop out 
before that. 
I Shuu and then the last question is whose responsibility should the management of retention 
and promotion be? Teachers? HODs? Principals? District & Government officials? 
T1A  The teacher… 
T1F  definitely the teacher  
T1A I am working with the child, I know the child’s barriers, I report to my supervisors…we not saying 
we are the kings our castles but ultimately you are the teacher and no one knows that child 
better than you. You’re the one assisting the child, you can see where the barrier are and report 
to the relevant people on how they can assist you in assisting the child. 
I True  you spend most of the time with the learner 
T1A And these support forms, when I work on-on-one with the child, should I ask another to take 
pictures? because they want evidence. It’s such a lot of work that I do with this child. I sit on my 
mat with concrete apparatus for him or her to grasp the concept now in that case who is 
creating the evidence. Who must take a picture now? When I stand at the board working 
through ever alphabet who is taking down the evidence then? This means by just being a good 
teacher, I’m creating so much work for myself because now I need to show evidence of all of 
that. 
T1F  That’s exactly what they mean  
T1C  And they not going to allow you to retain without evidence 
I I think that’s another aspect we need to look into “What is evidence and how much evidence is 
‘enough’ evidence” 
T1A It’s always ‘it’s not adequate or it’s wrong’ and like I said we are teachers, professional teachers. 
The barriers we can identify but who helps us crossing that barrier and if you really want to 
assist a child or children you give yourself a lot of work like I’m fighting a case here to get the 
child assessed, like if its personal and it’s not like I’m just trying to get this child retain. 
I Thank you so much for your time….  
 
School 2 
I Uhm the first question is how would you describe the management of retention and promotion 
of learners at risk in the foundation phase? 
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T2A Eh nna I think it’s difficult because those learners are at-risk but at the same time their task is the 
same but they are at-risk. Maybe if they can have their own task because I mean you already know 
that are going to get a zero. So that’s the problem that I have, they are at-risk but when we writing 
a task, we gave them the same task, but when we teach them we treat them differently. So to me 
it doesn’t make sense.  
I Okay 
T2B On that nne, what I normally do, akere we teaching them their own set of work, so from that, 
because they are already at-risk, I take the very work that I’ve given them and set the task 
according to that so that even the district is aware tasks are not the same. For those who able to, 
their task is different. And those at risk, they can see that ‘oh she set it according to work that she 
gave them’. And that way it helps manage the task.  
T2A Oh okay maybe you’re doing that in grade 1, we are not doing that in grade 3. 
T2C Can I just say… 
I Yes you may 
T2C Personally I feel it’s very difficult to give support to these kids because some of them are so big 
but yet at grade 1 level. I know you’re going to adjust it but it’s not practical. I mean in my class 
they are 52 learners in my class and I personally feel that some of those children need special 
schools and I’m not doing justice to them because I’m so overwhelmed by the numbers. So I mean 
it’s not practical.  Like its fine having this uh latests gadgets but to concentrate they need to make 
the classes smaller. And I feel like we are concentrating too much on the slow learners we not 
doing justice to the average or the intelligent child. We just not…personally I’m like very confused 
to be honest… 
I  Okay the second question is what support is given to learners at risk in the foundation phase? If 
any, is it effective? Is the support effective? 
T2A I can say its effective because let me say as I’m teaching grade 3, for the support to be effective I 
have to go lower. Maybe do grade 2 or grade 1 work then the support will be effective. But not 
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with the level of grade 3. Then I can be effective and they enjoy it because that work is too simple 
but when you go to grade 3 level they struggle.  
I Anyone else? 
T2D Obviously we have to give support from day to day and like ma’am says for some children – if I 
adapt the level… uhm whats the wording that they use?... 
I  If you adapt the curriculum 
T2D Yes adapt the curriculum, obviously it’s for my cater it caters for my period. So yes there is 
challenges, it’s the numbers. Even in your support group, you find a group of 8 children each 
individual is at his own level and because of that it takes a lot of time but it’s doable. However 
time is not always there. 
I  Okay so after you’ve given support do you see improvement in the child?  
T2D Definitely, there’s definitely some improvement but there is always another factor and it means 
we must understand why children are where they are. Because if we give support in the maths 
period and the child goes home and they don’t have someone now to work with them or support 
them on today’s concept whatever then they forget it. So the parental involvement there is key 
and it doesn’t always come… uhm… parents don’t always commit to that.  
I Thank you… uhm name some defining characteristics of a learner at-risk. So we all have learners 
at-risk in our classes so what have you noticed as a pattern in these particular learners.  
T2C Discipline, definitely discipline problems  
I Okay disciple  
T2C And they are always talking and disruptive, looking for attention and … 
T2D Parental, first thing key… I’m coming from home and I’m coming to a group here where I’m 
expected to be at a level and I know I’m  falling short of that so I’m going to disrupt because  I’m 
not with all of you around here. So the parental involvement and another thing also, sometimes 
the language of learning… 
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I Is a barrier? 
T2D The language of learning… it’s not the learning as such, but it’s the languages you understand? 
Any child can learn in any language but if my language doesn’t give me that vehicle to learn then 
it becomes a problem   
I Okay so we’ve said the discipline, language barrier, parental involvement and the types of homes 
which learners come from  
T2F Communication as well and not being able to follow instruction because of that they aren’t able 
to follow  
I  Shuu okay do you think retaining learners at-risk gives them an opportunity to succeed in the 
grades to follow? 
T2D Uhm most cases  
T2C Can I say… 
I Yes 
T2C In some cases it works and in other cases it doesn’t … there’s extreme… like there’s children who 
uhm learn by failure but most of them doesn’t it doesn’t do justice. 
I Okay so what strategies has the SBST come up with to remedy the issues of learners at-risk?  
T2F We’ve got our intervention plans which links up with say with lessons which were offered 10 
weeks ago so since now that we are in the new week. Say this week would be week 13 if we look 
at it concurrently but now you’ll find that those at-risk we have to go back and intervene for them 
so we have to re-teach. We have consolidate and sometime snot even re-teach, we have to start 
afresh at the level which the child is at. So the intervention plans are there.  
I Okay  
T2D And then there is like I said no time. Sometimes you manage, you plan for a week then these poor 
children go into two weeks. And then you find that somewhere here the time is running out. 
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I  So you’re saying your school has a functional SBST? 
T2D Ehhh 
I  You can be honest, no identities will be revealed 
T2D Functional to a certain extent but not fully 
T2E But also because the SBST gets the teachers to fill in the referral form, so we have that going and 
kids are getting assessed and getting LSEN numbers. So it is functioning but maybe not 100% but 
it is functional and we getting the learners to get tested. 
T2C But that it just so sad because it’s only every 2 years. The psychologist and stuff only come every 
2 years and at a certain time and if you don’t fall short of that time limit it just doesn’t work 
T2D And then the parents are also in denial  
T2A Yaaa  
T2D Because at the end of the day we do all the paper work 
T2C Then they don’t sign  
T2D Then the children stay here 
T2C And it’s also the monetary, you know they don’t have the funds to send them to special schools 
but also they are not available in the area.  
I Oh yes that too… 
T2F Ya all the schools that are around us that are full service they are all full, so here we are sitting 
with the challenge that we have to keep the child but we don’t have the the uhm the ‘bridge’ class 
that some of the schools have. So we are all full class teachers with a vast scope of children and 
we need to manage them. Whereas if there was a bridge maybe we’d be able to class the children, 
you are that level, you are at this level and so forth but uh I our case it’s not feasible.  
I Hmm okay and then what challenges have you observed in ‘progressed learners’? 
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T2D In grade 3 or after? 
I While they are in your class, after being progressed… 
T2D Uhm frustration obviously. Eh they suffer, they act out. Some just die out and some become these 
disruptive and angered children you know and they vent the anger somehow at a later stage  
T2C I had a child in class that he uh he needed referred to a special school and he was actually bright 
in speaking and stuff but it made him dull when the other learners like ridicule them and he would 
always ask me when we are sending the forms, like ‘like ma’am when are you goind to do this?’ 
‘when are they going to come?’… Just also the process, takes too long  
T2F Absolutely it does, it really does… 
I Okay do you think that learners with ECD (Early childhood development) are less likely to be at-
risk? 
T2D Ya obviously they’ve been in a formal setting. They have been prepared for school. Yes they are 
less likely if justice was done to these learners because sometimes children go into a formal and 
the facilitator there also doesn’t do but ya those where justice is done… 
I  are likely to succeed? 
T2D Yes definitely  
I  Does anyone else have a different opinion? 
T2E It depends also there where the child actually comes from. You can’t blanket cover the whole 
thing who have gone to grade R but are still battling  
I Oh okay what role do district officials play in ensuring the proper management of retention & 
promotion of learners at-risk? 
T2D Basically we do that quarterly we submit to them. We also show and give evidence and normally 
there are not happy with the way we give evidence. They always feel its short, or it doesn’t meet 
the standard and then in the next term they want to see our intervention plan and then there’s a 
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HOD who is supposed to first manage her own plan before they even check someone else’s’ plan. 
And then it’s until the next term so you see what I’m saying?  
T2E The district demands the support and demands the evidence and it’s very difficult to always keep 
up to it when you’ve got about 10 or 20 learners at-risk and give support and evidence to each 
and everyone one of them… 
I  Okay so would you say it’s an instructional role that they play?  
T2D Certainly  
I …do they give you support after the feedback and making the demands? 
T2D No it’s like I’m saying, it’s just our submission to them and they check and make their 
recommendations and you’ll always hear a cry out from teachers maybe saying that this teachers 
is saying my support and is not the same or sufficient . They need it from the top. You get what 
I’m saying? But there is a vacuum there- between the district and down to the schools. 
T2E I personally feel there’s too much time and there’s too much focus on these children. There is 
more focus on the children who are going to be retained than the rest, I personally feel that way.  
T2C And you’re not a teacher if you do not accommodate the slow learners. I think I need to manage 
the art of making these papers arise and pasting them in and lie…. I think that’s more uhm… it’s 
not a true reflection. The one that has all the support I don’t know how true that is because it’s 
not practical… 
I So it’s just copy and paste?  
T2C Maybe if I can master that art I’ll be seen as a good teacher  
I According to them… shuuu. Do you agree with the current policy that states that learners can only 
be retained once in a phase? Yes/No &why? 
T2F First of all their age… 
I Okay so that would mean you agree? 
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T2F Yes because their age will be completely against them but so the rarely that you get how can I get 
it now that you get success from these children that are being focused on so much. 
I Okay 
T2F …from my point of view  
I Anyone else? 
T2A I disagree 
T2E Learners that are retained les say there’s 5 and from these 5 in my experience only 3 have 
improved and then you get the 2 who will just sit like this. So meaning retaining did help some of 
them. But if we had to now retained them again also the gage now wouldn’t… 
I  You were saying? 
T2A To me it makes no sense because even if the age… if the child is not ready, they are not ready. If 
a child is not ready because you know what that child will keep on going because the child failed 
grade 1, at the back of my mind when she or he enters my class I already know that this one I’m 
not going to retain  whether he performs or not. So you see… 
I Because policy say…. Even though they haven’t grasped the concepts  
T2A Yes and you end up wanting to know which failed grade 1 or grade 2… you get what I mean? So 
because of the age we are restricted but the child is not ready! 
T2E But some children are just never ready so will that mean they must stay in grade 1? Because they 
will never be ready. Some children just don’t cope.  
I  At all? 
T2E Yes I have them in my class right now, this year. They can’t cope! They don’t write, they don’t 
want to write the easy activities. They refuse to write, they just scribble and that’s it and that I 
gave to send in because that is what the authorities want.  
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I Hmm okay last question whose responsibility should the management of retention & promotion 
be? Teachers? HODs? Principals? District &/ Government officials? 
T2C Teacher 
T2A Teachers  
T2E Definitely the teachers  
T2D It’s the teacher’s responsibility to teach the child and assess and conclude to whatever the 
outcome is. To an extent I support that but what happens in the case of an irresponsible teacher? 
But to do you leave that poor child do you get what I’m saying? Like this system nowadays it so 
overwhelming for teachers that some teachers do not care. I must say it very frankly and whose 
fault is it if that child is found to be under par. So if the teacher took up the responsibility to teach 
and assess the child and support that child and reteach that child then yes… do you get what I’m 
saying? 
T2E I think what makes it difficult when the parents don’t accept it… 
I Absolutely thank you so much for your time….  
School 3 
I The interview is about retention and promotion so there’s no need for preparation since it’s 
something that we deal with on a daily. Okay the first question is how would you describe the 
management of retention and promotion of learners at risk in the foundation phase? 
T3A The retention and promotion of learners at risk in the foundation phase. 
I Yes is how would you describe the management of retention and promotion of learners at risk in 
the foundation phase? 
 **silence from educators** 
I Would you like us to pause that one for now and perhaps move on to the next question? 
 **teachers agree to that arrangement** 
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I Okay the next one is what support is given to learners at risk in the foundation phase? If any, is it 
effective? 
T3B Is the one that we are using is not effective? 
I No, what support is given to learners at risk in the foundation phase? If any, is it effective? Do you 
see a difference…? 
T3A Definitely effective… 
T3C Remember there are different types of… 
T3D children uhm progress in different ways. They don’t all achieve something at the same time…ya 
I So what kind of support is given? 
T3E Look we do correction of work that majority of children has had wrong, so we revisit that work. 
But you must take into account the number of children in the class. Some children come from a 
background where they haven’t seen a book when they came to grade 1. So our levels of…of 
intelligence- lack of a better word- it varies and it varies too much. And the expectations from the 
district I think is not realistic. They want you to do corrections; the corrections don’t always correct 
what is wrong. It’s just helping for that time. Okay but also the workload is heavy. You cannot 
correct everything because for instance for grade ones they have to do three phonics per week 
written activities. There is a practical one and there is an oral one so it means its five activities for 
the week. They want to see the three activities. But how do you correct or let the child write if 
the child can’t even orally or practically show understanding. So the corrective measures, this is 
my opinion, doesn’t always work. You try but it doesn’t always work. You don’t always have the 
desired outcome. 
I Okay but there is support? 
T3E There is support  
T3A Time management, there isn’t always time for it 
I Ohhh 
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T3F The other thing also is children coming and then they have a language barrier. So it’s not that they 
do not unders…uhm are not able to do the work bust sometimes its because they do not always 
understand what you trying to say or what you trying to teach them now nne. Now for me who 
can’t speak any other language except now the English and Afrikaans, it’s very difficult. So what I 
do is I take the learner next door to Mrs S so Mrs S can now explain to them whatever. Because 
even if you ask nowadays the children in the class… at first you’d ask the children okay ‘can you 
explain what ma’am wants him to do?’ and they could. But it seems that the parents are now 
more English uhm what do you call it now…  so a lot of  these little ones cannot speak their own 
language… even when I ask them what do you call number 2 in uhm whatever…they can’t. So I 
take them to Mrs S to explain to them, but later on you can see that when they get used to the 
language then they start…but you must do it over and over. And you must do they rhymes and let 
them do the things practical… 
I Oh okay  
T3F So it means I involve other teachers as well when it gets to the language barrier.  
I Okay the third one says name some defining characteristics of a learner at-risk. 
T3E They either have the same difficult socio-economic background. So it’s normally your child who 
couldn’t or didn’t go to grade R simply because the parents don’t have the money to pay for grade 
R. There’s an age factor as well because you see a 5 year and you see a 6 year old and there’s a 
huge difference  
I  Okay age factor how because I think the policy they only come to grade 1 if they’re going to turn 
7 in that academic year. I stand to be corrected. 
 ** ‘NO five and a half’- said in unison** 
T3E They still accept them at five and a half, which means that child is turning six in June or before 
that. While the other children will turn 7 in the latter part of the year. So it makes a huge 
difference. 
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I So they are allowed to? I thought if the child is five you’d suggest for the parent to place in grade 
R … So if the parent brings the child for grade 1 enrolment, they must be taken? 
T3F No here, well let me say especially at these schools or shall I say the ‘coloured’ schools. This 
doesn’t happen at the model C schools. There they can be seven or I mean must be turning seven 
that year. But here, what happens is that I think it was last year or the year before uhm when the 
IDSO comes to grade R and find children here, this year the same thing happened, who are turning 
say 6 in the first half of the year according to them, they are too old. So then they have to come 
from there to the grade 1 class. I have two children who came from there and it was already a few 
weeks since school started mos now  
I So it’s the age factor…. 
T3E It’s the age factor, it’s the socio-economic barriers which they have uhm children who struggle in 
grade 1 is normally the ones who can’t write their names. The don’t understand simple instruction 
like ‘go and fetch your book’ it’s like… 
I Rocket science 
T3F Ya like ‘I do not understand what you are saying?’ It’s the level of understanding, they lack that 
level of understanding. They also don’t show maturity because of the age factor as well. And one 
thing that’s common and prevalent is that their parents are very young or extremely old but more 
young. The child that struggles you’ll find that…you actually see that pattern their parents are 
children of 1997 and 1998. And they have children in grade 1. So it poses that question of what is 
their level of education and how are they helping their children who are battling at home. And 
then absenteeism is another factor, absenteeism amongst the child that struggle is very rife.  
T3F And some of them uhm emotionally, they not ready for school yet. And all because of parents 
that uhm babying them. I had a child, I think the child is in grade 3 now mos now nne. And then 
this child will cry every morning and run around and the mother would run around with the child 
and then they’ll come to class and shell oick him up and say ‘hai no my baby go to the class, I will 
play you your favourite song’. So all those things nne… all those things… 
I Wow  
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T3F Now I can’t do that. So I mean because of the parents mos now we have to do that. And I think 
something happened with this particular child. I think his father and grandfather died in an 
accident when he was still a baby. So I think now everybody was now over compensating mos 
now because of the fact that this happened. So emotionally really some of them are not ready for 
school. 
T3B Uhm sorry ma’am I think some of these learners are being neglected by these young parents. You 
can see that you have to provide every time. They are not look after properly and they are hardly 
clean. I experienced that last year and even this year.    
I Okay so we can say most of them come from a poor background. Hmm shuu okay 
T3F And eh sorry ma’am and that one in your class also  
T3C  Yes actually I was just about to say about emotional…they aren’t ready even in grade 3. You’ll get 
that child that is hanging on the mother, doesn’t want to come to class… if I’m not there the 
mother will stay in the line until she sees me and then she’ll go. And if the child doesn’t want to 
go, you’ll see the mother going up with her to the class.  
I So even at grade 3 they not used to the pattern of being at school or being in a class? 
T3C And I mean she’s in grade 3 already. 
I Shuu okay uhm the fourth question is do you think retaining learners at-risk gives them an 
opportunity to succeed in the grades to follow? 
T3C Some 
T3F Uhm I think so… uhm some of them have a say a severe problem or learning difficulty so now 
obviously it won’t help mos now. But some of them maybe they were just not uh ready for school 
yet ad then that second year does wonders for them. You will even…you as the teacher will 
sometimes wonder ‘why did I keep this child, I see nothing wrong…’ in the second year because 
the child it seems theres eh eh eh…. A bulb or whatever has just went on because now suddenly 
the child can read and do everything mos now whereas for the first year now they mos couldn’t. 
Okay then you get those severe cases now 
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T3E But their maturity levels are also just different if they repeat, its like they they come out of their 
little…. 
I They grow over the holidays? 
T3E …they actually mature 
T3F Ya true  
T3D You know what I think, well I’ve seen when you retain a child, the next year when the child comes 
back…its confidence! Because I know before you know so it boosts their confidence. 
 **General roar of agreement from colleagues**  
I But we could also argue that that only happens in the foundation because remember in the senior 
phase or let me rather say the other phases not particularly the senior phase they’ve somewhat 
created an identity for themselves and they care more about who knows that they’ve been 
retained  
 ** Roar of agreement from participants**  
 Whereas the foundation phase they are careless, they just enjoy going to school, making friends 
and so on. So it’s better to retain them in the foundation phase. 
T3E Definitely 
T3F But I think the parents also play a role in that because if we are two sisters my child, uh the other 
on pass and the other one didn’t  
I Oh yes the mocking… it lowers their self-esteem… okay thank you uhm what strategies has the 
SBST (School based support team) come up with to remedy the issues of learners at-risk? 
T3E Nothing… 
T3B Ahh I don’t think…. 
T3D Aiii I don’t know  
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T3E You see the only thing the SBST can tell you is “If the child is in grade 3 and not managing, use a 
grade 2 book” and let the child work. I don’t know how that remedies anything. Or “take the child 
to grade 1 level”. 
T3F But according to.. uhm I remember you still asked ma’am *referring to colleague* according to 
district, it’s not allowed can you remember? 
T3E Well we’ve had a few workshops and they all tell us different things. Some will tell you to teach 
or adapt below grade level and another will say do not use content from a lower grade, use the 
same grade content just minimise the work so there’s conflict between all these workshops we 
don’t even know which one to follow 
T3F Now remember with us as well, we give lesser work and the HODs will come back and say the 
work in the books is not enough. So we ourselves are very confused also as to what we should do 
and what we should do mos now. With the first question that is what I wanted to say about… but 
we’ll go back to that 
I Yea I think we’ll just do that one in the end, uhm the sixth is what challenges have you observed 
in ‘progressed learners’? So this is more for the grade 2 and grade 3 teachers… 
T3A Okay this is now a learner who was pushed from grade 1 …. 
T3E But the district didn’t approve 
T3A …. the district didn’t accept them as a retained learner? 
I Yes that is a progressed learner  
T3D Uhm I think discipline, it looks like they uhm they don’t care, they’re are out of hand yaaa 
I Okay so they are usually disruptive? 
T3D Yes usually 
T3E But even the frustration also man… 
T3D It could be…. 
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T3F Absolutely of not knowing… 
T3F Definitely of not know how to eh and then they react in a different way 
I Certainly it’s a “why am I here? I don’t even know what’s going on. Everyone is reading I can’t do 
it so let me disturb them” 
T3D “So I’m wasting my time” 
I Ya shuu number seven do you think that learners with ECD (Early childhood development) are less 
likely to be at-risk? 
T3E Yes, yes  
T3D No  
T3F No  
T3B Yes  
T3E A child from grade R… 
T3F There’s quite a few…. 
I Who are still at risk? 
T3F Ya… we do have children who are coming from there but still have learning difficulties  
I And you ma’am what do you think? 
T3E I agree because most of those who have grade R are able to do their work. The few that cannot 
do it I think come from preschools… 
T3E And not registered… 
T3E …not registered and things haven’t been done properly with them  
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T3D I also think that when a child has a learning barrier whether that child went to preschool or grade 
R, you can’t get around it, they need professional help, the barrier will always be there.  
I So it differs from child to child? 
T3D Ya… 
T3E But I had a girl who never went for therapy, she’s still going for speech therapy, she has this fear 
for phonics since grade R. She did grade R for two years and district actually approved it because 
she had this fear. The child would get sick immediately when she had to read and now with the 
therapy she has overcome that fear, shes actually enjoying the phonics now. So there are some 
cases where they excel, other cases it’s really also the parent who plays an important role. 
Because really how many of them will admit to their child being I need of therapy and then taking 
them  
T3F And the other thing… I don’t know if it’ll go in with this or somewhere else but you will see, I just 
need to say it before I forget. I had a child a few years ago, who had selective mutism. And she 
was also at a preschool. Ehe you can see eh she talks to the parents eh the family members of 
course nne but when she has to talk to me. She she… the lips form the words now but nothing 
comes out mos now and even if I told her that okay whisper the answer in your friends ear you 
don’t have to talk to me. And she had that same problem in grade 2, 3 up until grade 7. And then 
only they took her out of the school mos now. Bur when she was in my class, I referred her to the 
psychologist and she went but eh so eh she remained in the class, I retained her but even the eh 
next year she still had the same problem. So what I also want to say is uhm we not trained to deal 
with the severe barriers so it becomes very difficult for us because you don’t always know what 
to do with the child 
I I think sometimes its even difficult to spot it or pick it up because in that case one could’ve also 
just easily thought this child just doesn’t want to talk to me. But if you reasons all the barriers 
maybe you might find it but that’s an ideal because it’s not something that teachers always have 
a time to do. 
T3E But also district is not playing their part 
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T3C Not at all… 
T3F  Ya 
T3E If we have these children, we’ve recognised the problem a problem, they’ve been referred, and 
they don’t come out to tests these children. And at the end of the year they tell you that this child 
cannot be retained when they haven’t even tested the intellectual of the child.  
I We getting to that one… 
T3F And another thing that I want to say is that I don’t think district always knows what is going on. 
Because I mean I sit with those children the whole year now nne. I fill the 450s, you send in their 
books and whatever but then they decide that listen this child can go on to the next class. But in 
the previous year they told me this specific child the mother has to take the child to an 
occupational therapist because the child kept writing back to front, so I retained the child then in 
the following year, there was nothing wrong with the child. So sometimes it really seems they too 
do not know because they just read there and make their own assumptions.  
I Shuu number eight what role do district officials play in ensuring the proper management of 
retention & promotion of learners at-risk? 
T3E Ma’am they don’t speak to us, they speak to senior management so we’ll never know. I mean you 
can’t have a child in grade 1 and then they speak to Mrs G (grade 7 educator and deputy principal) 
she’s not interacting with grade 1s or the foundation phase for that matter. So there’s also 
miscommunication because if I tell you something about a child, you not going to covey that 
message verbatim. You going to give that message of what you heard and the meaning is lost in 
between. So these officials should really come sit us down and say ‘Mrs B we cannot retain this 
child and this is our reasoning’ and then I can then say ‘No, what you think, is not what I’m 
experiencing’. And then we have a common understanding as to why this is how you see this is 
how I experience it and then we come to a common ground. We’ll never come to a common 
because some these people it’s like they were never teachers, they don’t give two hoods about 
some of our… 
T3A Some of them were 
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T3E Yes some were but they are behaving as though they’ve never been in a classroom and what we 
are complaining about is something totally different to what they experienced  
T3E Most of these policies are created for ideal schools, it’s an ideal situation and not really what 
we’re experiencing  
T3A Maybe it’s where they are coming from  
T3E Sometimes it’s not even where they come from, I think they know that we are dealing with a 
different type of child but for you to assume that after a few reading lessons this just will excel 
that is very ideal. For instance if I can take learner A as an example, this child was at Aloe Ridge, 
when they discovered he will only be turning 6 in May, they (district) didn’t want him at AR School. 
They told his parents to find him place in a grade R class. Remember he is turning 6 before June. 
When he was here in grade R, the very district officials found no he can’t be in grade R, he must 
be in grade 1.So why didn’t they keep him at that school? 
T3F So they have the advantage of lesser in a class and the fact that most of them are older. 
T3A They are intelligent also, they write a test and are admitted based on passing the test. 
T3F True because I have a friend there, whose child who also now last year also went to AR School. 
And then they said first term already, the child wont cope, they must take him out and find him 
place at Mid-Ennerdale (full service school). But in first term, we all struggle in first term, especially 
in grade 1. Some of them it’s only now that they are becoming confident to come up and read, 
they are more eager because they understand and first term they don’t really understand mos 
now. I mean who gives you the right to tell a child first term that they’re not capable and now mos 
you must go to another school.  
I Shuu wow number nine, do you agree with the current policy that states that learners can only 
be retained once in a phase? Yes/No &why? 
T3E Ma’am we are old school teachers when we according to the tests and the work that’s been done 
and decide that the child cannot go to the next grade, there was nothing of the phase, it was per 
grade. And if that child didn’t manage in grade 1 we would retain the child. The parent didn’t have 
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the right to go to the district and dispute that and go complain. The parents had to accept it. And 
you find that that child had repeated grade 1, and maybe in grade 3 had to repeat again and there 
was nothing of the child age cohort there was nothing of only a certain number of children should 
be retained. If the child couldn’t, then the child couldn’t. And we were not doubted and 
questioned why because the work was set out and the child didn’t manage to do that work.  
T3F And we had specific guidelines. Guidelines on if the child can read up to so many books, the child 
can go forth. If the child can do x, y, and z, the child can pass. Nowadays, the things are made so 
easy for the children to go to the next grade now nne. So I mean what can we do? And the fact 
that  we can only retain how many percent again? 
T3E 2  
T3F Ya I think it was 2 but then that is how kids slip through the cracks. So the fact is I can only retain 
those two, so the children go to the ma’am in the next grade now because the chid is not on that 
level, that teacher must go back to the previous grades work and it’s so unfair on that teacher and 
to the learner because they must now do two years’ work. So with the result is the back log 
becomes bigger and bigger for that child and that’s they there so many drop outs.   
I Absolutely, because they can’t cope. 
T3E And also, it causes friction between colleagues. It causes a lot of unnecessary friction. Because 
‘Oh no Mrs F didn’t do justice to these learners, she didn’t work’. Meanwhile I don’t know on what 
it was based.  And it’s not us, we wanted that child to be retained, district decided otherwise. And 
now this child turns up… and this person didn’t work 
I True things like ‘grade 1 teachers don’t work’ etc depending on what grade you’re teaching.  
T3A The problem is not the retaining to me, the problem is the big classes. Because as Mrs S always 
says, she’s got this big class, there’s too much writing to be done. They expect the children already 
now to write things so the three steps are not being followed in the foundation phase. You start 
with practical. In the past we used to do practical, concrete first and then writing. Now they just 
want them to write. And when do you sit with the hands on thing? The root of the thing is the big 
classes, it’s the lot of writing, less hands on. If that can change then I think our children won’t 
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struggle so and go into intermediate phase not being able to read because we will have more time 
reading and more time for phonics and maths. That is the most important things in the foundation 
phase, I think. And it has to do with practical work. But now there’s just no time. If you give your 
book in and there’s only 4 activities, then you not a good teacher, then you’re ‘incompetent’. So 
now it’s just window dressing that is taking place. I feel the system has failed the learners, that’s 
how I feel.  
I Hmm, uhm this would’ve been the last question if we hadn’t skipped the first one, it asks whose 
responsibility should the management of retention & promotion be? Should it be the 
responsibility of teachers? HODs? Principals? District &/ Government officials? 
T3E The teachers  
T3D Ours  
T3F The teachers  
T3E District should have no say in it. The senior SMT should have no say in it because we work with 
those children… 
T3D everyday… 
T3E …So I fail to understand how you can work with a child and someone comes from elsewhere and 
says ‘Nooo this child must go to the next grade’. We all know for a fact that that child is not going 
to cope because there’s no solid foundation and the walls are going to crack eventually.  
T3F And the thing is we don’t know what criteria they use. Because I mean I send children in. I don’t 
know if you guys remember, I think that child is in grade 4 now and I filled in that child’s forms 
and recommended her for retention and then the HODs came back and said ‘No’ this child’s 
handwriting is so nicely  why is the child being retained? And that child couldn’t read, they child 
couldn’t do sums mos now. And I mean you could see it in the books but just because the 
handwriting was neat they sent the child to following grade. We don’t know their criteria. The 
reading marks are less than the speaking marks on the tasks we’ve been given. Even things like 
drawing, listening and speaking the weighing is higher so that pushes up the mark, all the things 
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that all the learners can do. Like the counting etc all the easy things those push up the marks. So 
whether the child can add and minus or read doesn’t really matter because of the other sections 
that push the mark up as a result the children who are not performing have a chance to pass.  
I So the basic skills which they should be grasping are disregarded? Because they weigh less than 
the other things which aren’t as important  
T3E And this thing that we now have to adjust marks so that the child can pass, it’s not a true 
reflection. It’s not helping the child. Because instead of giving a child a 3, you must now given 
them a 5.  
T3B But know ma’am I think something needs to be in place between the teachers and those who 
there at the district. There must be something in place so that there is a good communication. 
This is not all about us but is all about the learners. And who are they failing anyway? It’s the 
learners not us. 
I So what are we doing? 
T3D I think ma’am T3F is right. If you decide to retain a child, I think you as a teacher should be given 
the opportunity to actually state your point  and go yourself to the district if needs be. I think 
something like that should be put in place. If they’re (HODs) are sending through possible 
retention, teachers should go too and state their case. Because like ma’am T3F is saying, if you 
send the message through someone else, it’s not the same, your voice is lost in the translation 
and it doesn’t hold as much substance  
I  Possibly because the messenger is not as passionate as you are about the matter at hand.  
T3E And also another thing is that they putting a lot of emphasis on the writing work and not the 
understanding and I also think our children are overloaded. You’ve got to do a 2nd language in 
grade 1, now you’ve got to even do a 3rd language. It’s too much. Whereas our focus should have 
been the math, the phonic the reading and then I mean you must take Life Skills. Children must 
wash their hands. A whole 21 day program on washing hands? Its silly things the district comes 
up with. Now we were told at the grade 1 workshop, we now need to work with the siren goes 
for the end of the period, we must check our timetables and move on to the next content area. 
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These are small kids, they are just beginning to grasp, now suddenly they must take out their other 
book and do something else.  
T3E Especially in grade 1, like I’ve said in our meeting also maybe that can work in grade 2 and grade 
3. I mean in grade 1 you must teach that child everything single thing. So obviously if they are not 
there yet, I’m going to steal some time from Life Skills or whatever because I believe… arg and the 
district can maar come through and do whatever. The thing is I steal because I believe its new 
children. I take all of them every day for reading and that’s why I don’t always get to Life Skills. 
And when we do the counting, I give them all the counting tools and go to each and every one of 
them. And how many are they? Even when it comes to writing some of them you must still hold 
their hands too show them the grip, show finger spaces mos now. You must go around to go see.  
I  True and it cannot always be done in 1 hour. 
T3E Ma’am I must say to you, I think the baby was thrown out with the bath water. We in the first 
term in grade 1, in the old dispensation just had to do practical, basic pattern, they learn to write 
their name, painting and they played with clay and all those skills were developed.  Now we 
expect, the expectation is that the child must come in and be able to write, it doesn’t work like 
that. I mean we use term 1 for practicing. There was nothing of writing these lots of sentences 
being able to do x, y and z. And we had stronger learners then… 
T3F They were the best… 
T3A And it was rare that more than 2 children would fail, they could all read… 
T3E And we had this thing called the mat of mathematics. They had to play and count. Where you’d 
put out things… 
T3D And now there’s no time for that… 
T3E And your children could do mental maths. 
T3F The other are where I think they made a mistake where the uh should I say curriculum from all 
the provinces… you know first when a child was coming maybe from Cape Town the child will just 
pick up where they left off. Now here saying the child is coming from school 2, but when you check 
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the book, we not doing the same work and the same series of books. Now you must start over. 
Why don’t let us set, because we wrote formal exams from grade 1. And everybody, from every 
school wrote the same exam. But now you must set up your own So now obviously some schools 
are going to set the easy tasks and others make it difficult. I mean there’s lots of mistakes. Even 
where they gave parents also power if the child can fail. So with the result is they told us, if the 
parent doesn’t want to sign we must leave maar and make the child pass. Parents can now appeal. 
That right must be taken away so that the teacher can decide.  
I So this is the last question, which initially was the first question which asks how would you 
describe the management of retention and promotion of learners at risk in the foundation phase? 
how would you describe the management? 
T3A How can you manage it? 
I Is there management? Who is managing it? 
T3D There is management but …. 
T3B But we do not know what are they doing 
T3D …Uh how can I put it… 
T3E Ma’am I think the whole management process is flawed it’s not deal with completely as a phase 
because the grade 1 and 2 have a different HOD and the grade 3s have a different HOD. So again 
its mixed messages. I want to emphasize that because the HODs are not sitting us all down and 
saying one thing. So already there the management is faulty. And it creates those loop wholes 
because you understand it differently and I understand it differently. And in all that 
misunderstanding occur. We think we know that we are doing the right thing and yet from district 
side, we aren’t. They did not give us a practical example of what they want and say we cannot 
deviate from this. If we do deviate say ‘it can only be till this far and no further’. We expect that 
they say that this is what we look out for before retention and set the borderlines very clear. I 
mean we had the mathematic units before in our time and we used to go through those units, in 
week 1, this is what we teach and so forth. We wouldn’t just go into a new concept we’d recap 
before moving on to the next work. So here we don’t have clear lines. They tell us we must follow 
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the ATPs but when you look at the ATP it’s not clear. Because how I look at it is not the same way 
ma’am will look at it. Why didn’t they just draw up the lesson plans for us? And give it to us all. 
Set the paper, we know this is what is expected. So that we know the benchmark for the 
assessment. And also because parents now know that they can go appeal, you work your butt off 
and the parent just comes and it’s just thrown out the window, 
T3F And I don’t know sometimes the people who go to these workshops come back and they don’t 
give uh… they don’t necessarily interpret the information the way it was given to them. So all of 
us should go to these workshops. Then all of us will understand but now sometimes it’s only the 
HODs and when they come back the reporting is not the same as what was said at the workshop.  
T3A You know what ma’am I would actually like for them to take a class and for a week give us a 
workshop based on your class. Because we have classes where a 3rd of the learners are at risk 
and these issues started in grade 1 because teachers didn’t even have the skills or resources or 
even the time to support these kids but had to send them to grade 2. So you know two wrongs 
can never make it write, now they expect you do perform miracles. Even in their workshops when 
someone asks on the time factor, they don’t answer you. They say make a way.  
T3F Not just that when you go to the workshops, they divide you into groups, now you must decide 
as a group how you are going to deal with a certain barrier. Thereafter one of the group members 
must go present, so we teaching each other? Because they don’t even say whether you are right 
or this is how you should actually doing. 
T3B That means they are deriving all this workshop content from us, they don’t even have the 
information. 
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